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Try not to destroy anything.

All things go from fabulous to reviled and then back again. (Consider mini-skirts, beards, and woodstoves.) When I got interested in restoration around 1980, it was partly in reaction to what I saw in our brownstone neighborhood’s dumpsters: irreplaceable walnut pocket doors, cast-brass hardware, chunks of ornamental plaster. Back-to-the-city urban homesteaders loved the idea of a row house in a walkable neighborhood, but they’d been too indoctrinated by Modernism to abide Victoriana—especially elements coated in a century of dirt and needing repair. “Dreary Old House Becomes a Bright Contemporary” was a typical headline. But then along came the Victorian Revival and a generation of restorers who knew their Renaissance from their Eastlake and had the rooms to prove it. The Arts & Crafts Revival ensued, and more recently a love affair with Mid-century Modern. Cycles, alas, tend to repeat.

Just a few years ago a book titled Brooklyn Modern celebrated the borough’s “astounding rebirth . . . and young people interested in creating their own sense of space . . . renovating brownstones”—often by tearing walls down to brick and painting everything white. “We’ve come full circle,” I sighed.

True old-house people, however, have never been trendy. We want the history as much as the raw space. Whether our interiors are period, eclectic, or painted out as a backdrop for modern art, we try to be good stewards, knowing we are just passing through. We strive to keep our intrusions reversible. Both houses in this issue prove the point. The 1924 Tudor recently had an architect-led update—but original tiled fireplaces and the builder’s design intent are intact. The Upstate New York house, built in 1820 and added to in 1876, was not unscathed; the current owner saved remaining features and filled it with early 19th-century antiques. Both houses are ready for the next hundred years.
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Lustre & Sparkle

For your period-inspired rooms, new reproductions in lighting and hardware. By Mary Ellen Polson

1. AT THE TOP
   In a dozen finishes and glass options, the Pinnacle chandelier captures the clean lines of Frank Lloyd Wright Modernism. The four-light pendant is 22” wide x 10” high with a 32” extension. $806 and up. Arroyo Craftsman, (626) 960-9411, arroyocraftsman.com

2. VICTORIAN FANCY
   The Victorian Fancy Worded push plate is a re-creation of a P.F. Corbin original, ca. 1875. Made of brass using lost-wax casting, the plate measures 12 ¼” tall x 4” wide. Shown in the antique brass finish, $62.25. Vintage Hardware, (360) 379-9030, vintagehardware.com

3. SHEEN OF TERNE
   Inspired by a 19th-century French railroad-station lantern, the two-light Dordogne sconce looks fresh and novel in a farmhouse bathroom. In several finishes including basic and a special darkened terne, it’s 18” wide x 12 ¼” wide. $690.15 and up. Authentic Designs, (800) 844-9416, authenticdesigns.com

4. GREAT HALL PENDANT
   The Grove Park was created for the renovation of the Great Hall at the historic 1913 Omni Grove Park Inn in Asheville, N.C. The leaded-glass pendant in the new verde finish measures 18” tall x 13” wide. About $6,000. Old California Lighting, (800) 577-6679, oldcalifornia.com

5. WROUGHT HINGES
   More familiar as hardware for exterior shutters, these hand-forged, rat-tail hinges look surprisingly hip on kitchen cabinets. Styles include butterfly, Okie with one-, two-, or three-point tails or a clover tail; and stag horn. $84.50 and up. Heritage Metalworks, (610) 518-3999, heritage-metalworks.com
ALLIED WINDOW, INC.
CUSTOM
"Invisible" Storm Windows

11111 Canal Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241 www.alliedwindow.com • 800.445.5411 • fax: 513.559.1883

Allied Window has a strong commitment to high quality custom storm windows & the capability to meet the needs of any home or other building with single glass.

Interior & Exterior Windows
Custom Colors,
Custom Screens & Special Shapes
Historic, Residential & Commercial Buildings
Energy Savings—Approximately 50%
Sound Reduction—Up to 50%

Your Best Source for Victorian Hardware and Lighting

Vintage Hardware & Lighting www.vintagehardware.com 360-379-9030
6. COPPER ISLAND LIGHT
Composed of hand-spun copper pendants suspended from an industrial-style wrought-iron bracket, the Magazine Street Island light can be customized to any height. Shown with 12" Farmhouse shades, the electric fixture measures 54" long x 12 ½" wide. $1,750. Bevolo, (504) 522-9485, bevolo.com

7. IN REGISTER
 Beautify a heat vent in a prominent location with a grille in this classic, early 20th-century pattern. In black cast iron, the grille shown has inside measurements of 6" x 30". $219.95. Add a louver for air-flow regulation: $67.95. Reggio Registers, (800) 880-3090, reggioregister.com

8. TOUCH OF THE EAST
Designed by E.F. Chapman, the Chinoiserie double light gets its name from its pagoda-inspired canopies. Available in four finishes including polished nickel, and as a triple light or sconce. As shown, the fixture is 11" tall x 13" wide and extends 7 ¼". $630. Circa Lighting, (877) 762-2323, circalighting.com

9. SWANK SWIRL
The Swirl doorknob and beaded-rosette passage or privacy set will add panache to Georgian or Neoclassical Revival doors. Made of cast brass, it comes in polished and unlacquered brass, antique copper, and hand-antiqued finishes. $110 to $130. Charleston Hardware, (866) 958-8626, charlestonhardware.com

10. HOUSE JEWELRY
Add some old-world beauty to a kitchen or bath with these Celtic Carnelian cabinet knobs in antique brass. They are set with semi-precious carnelian stones and measure 1¾" in diameter. $46 each. Notting Hill Decorative Hardware, (262) 248-8890, nottinghill-usa.com
A Genuine WORK OF Art

Like a masterpiece created in your own home, a Rumford Fireplace will add a unique element of resplendent beauty. At Superior Clay, we are proven leaders in the fireplace industry, sharing generations of wisdom to create structural clay fireplace components that promise optimal performance, safety, and style for an inviting home and lifetime of treasured memories.

740.922.4122 | 800.848.6166
PO Box 352
Uhricville, Ohio 44683
www.superiorclay.com

Real wood shutters make all the difference!

Authentic mortise & tenon shutters in any size & color made in western red cedar
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www.shuttercraft.com
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Keep the comfort inside.
indowwindows.com | 503.822.3805

WON'T SHRINK From Any Job
Use Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, rebuild missing material, and mold new objects. It permanently adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking. You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it. The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, lumber, building material, and paint dealers everywhere. waterputty.com
Donald Durham Co.
Box 804-HJ, Des Moines, IA 50304

USA-made Cloth-Coverd Wire
SUNDIAL WIRE

Vintage Lighting and all the supplies you need to restore your own
www.sundialwire.com
custserv@sundialwire.com
413.582.6909
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Fixing up a 19th-century inheritance. Great 1953 makeover.

VISIT COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.

RESCUING ANTIQUES AND THE HOUSE
Preserving a house built in 1820, added to in 1876, and in need. p.30

PRESENT VIEW
Perspectives on renovating a 1924 house.
+ STYLE: AMERICAN TUDOR REVIVAL

THE FAMILY FARMHOUSE
Fixing up a 19th-century inheritance.
+ VISIT COOPERSTOWN, N.Y.

SUCCESS!
Great 1953 makeover.
40 WINDOW SHOPPING
Back in the early 1920s,
when Seattle architect Roy D. Rogers was designing a
Tudor Revival home for lumber magnate Henry Hilke,
the style relied on a medley of features for its nostalgic
appeal: decorative half timbering, cross gables, a steeply
pitched roof, stucco, and over-sized chimneys. One
feature considered mandatory? Picturesque groupings
of multi-light windows. Rogers complied, but only on
the street side. The architect had sited the grand new
home on a high bluff in the secluded Magnolia neighbor-
hood of Seattle. The rear view is a stunning 180-degree
panorama of Puget Sound. Here Rogers broke with tradi-
tion by calling out large uninterrupted panes of glass—
still a novelty at the time—instead of smaller windows.
This renovation of a 1924 Seattle Tudor is all about perspective: ours to the past, the house to the view, and a few tricks to lend scale and depth.

BY CATHERINE LUNDIE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY JIM HOUSTON
LEFT The main façade has been preserved with the repair of rotted elements. The sunroom was remodeled to better fit the architecture.

ABOVE The rear, southwest-facing side of the house faces Puget Sound. Relocating the deck stairs allowed the main floor a direct connection to the ground and the patio outside the family room. The upstairs bay window in the master bedroom is new.
In the library, the interior designer took her cue from the original Batchelder tiles, designing custom built-in bookshelves and a high wainscot.

The story picks up nearly a century later with the same view and a different architect, Howard Miller of The Johnson Partnership in Seattle. Miller was called in by new homeowners Kim Williams and Rob Williamson who wanted to capture the full view from their master bedroom ... by removing a fireplace. Miller was sympathetic: "The house was built in a totally different era. It gets tremendous winds and needed a fireplace. Today, a fireplace is purely an aesthetic choice."

Still, Miller was unwilling to sacrifice the fireplace with its original Batchelder tiles. Removing it would also disrupt the two other fireplaces on floors below, and disturb the Tudor exterior’s visually important chimney. He set out to find a better solution. Stewardship characterizes Miller’s approach to projects large and small. As he adapts the architecture for a client’s lifestyle, he consciously preserves “the original design intent and style.”

In the end, the old master bedroom was repurposed as a sitting room. Capturing space from elsewhere on the floor for a new bedroom, he extended the existing dining room bay window upward into the second floor. The new master now has its own bay window with an expansive view of Puget Sound and the Olympic Mountains.

A quest for better views also drove renovation of the kitchen. Miller restructured the floor plan and expanded the
a new breakfast nook with a custom walnut tabletop, giving the room period charm. Pocket doors open into the adjacent dining room.
A quest for better views drove the renovation of the kitchen. The architect restructured the floor plan, and expanded the room just slightly with a three foot bump-out extension.
The old master bedroom was repurposed as a private sitting room. A new window bay was added above the existing dining-room bay for the new master bedroom.
FORCED PERSPECTIVE

Although his first priority was to bring the 1924 Tudor into the 21st century with respect for the vision of its original architect, Howard Miller did want to create something of his own. Miller's legacy is a forced-perspective hallway on the second floor. Forced perspective is an ancient architectural technique that tricks the eye by creating an illusion of depth or height. "I spent a semester studying architecture in Rome, and I found the forced perspective there charming." By manipulating the walls in a hallway that includes three linen closets, he created an optical illusion of depth. Now the master suite seems far away at the end of the hall, its own very private space.

Owners Kim Williams and Rob Williamson were on board until Miller put down the floor plates to show where the wall would be. "Then I had to talk them into it: 'Trust me, I'm an architect',' he laughs. "Actually, the carpenters had more questions than we did," Williamson recalls. Everyone was ultimately happy. "It's nice to have something unique, a little conversation starter," Miller says. "They can say 'Oh, that was the crazy architect's idea.'"

Would that all old-house owners had such a "crazy architect" to help with stewardship and good design.
For his and her offices was carved out of space rooms in the third-floor eaves. The top floor's 1950s fixtures were retained; interior designer Jennifer Randall specified the new floor by Subway Mosaics.

Powder room. An integral-color concrete-tile floor and a black ceiling heighten the drama. Howard Miller designed a tiled arch-top mirror that echoes other arches already in the house, completing this little jewel box of a room.

Jennifer Randall directed redesign of the other bathrooms, as well. The serene second-floor bath, with its hex-tile floors and subway-tile wainscot, looks as though it has always been there. So does the master bath with its original, deep soaking tub, double-pedestal lavatories, and another delightful Morris paper.

Howard Miller converted the partially finished third floor into two home offices that can double as bedrooms. There was an existing bathroom up there, a 1950s original with gorgeous and unapologetic blue fixtures. Jennifer Randall designed a perfect tile floor of the period.

Stained glass throughout the home is the work of owner Rob Williamson, who took classes on Bainbridge Island, where he and Williams used to live. "I love Frank Lloyd Wright," he explains. "Often I create a pattern like something Wright might have done."

The year-plus road to renovation was not without its hurdles, caused largely by what Miller calls, with discretion, "deferred maintenance." Asbestos, rot, water issues, and cracked stucco all took a toll. But the clients were, Miller says, "a treat to work with. They made decisions to do it right. The house has a great personality and presence on the street, and we all wanted to preserve that."

For resources, see page 87.

More Online
See another project by this architect, a Norwegian cabin: oldhouseonline.com/articles/rustic-cabin-on-horsehead-bay.
American Tudor Revival is among the most recognizable styles of domestic architecture. These picturesque houses, usually of brick or stone, fill entire suburban neighborhoods. English architecture had long influenced American taste, of course, from the Colonial houses of New England and Virginia, through the Gothic Revivals of the 19th century. But never was Anglophilia more apparent than during the Tudor craze. In the first wave, the wealthy asked their architects to build stone manors replete with Jacobean parapets and oriel windows. As the style peaked during the 1920s and '30s, streetcar suburbs sprouted pitched-roof cottages with masonry veneer and decorative half-timbering. Mansion or cottage, the Tudor Revival house is usually asymmetrical and dominated by a steep, multi-gabled roof.

**Tudor HALLMARKS**

- **STEEP GABLED ROOF** Dramatic pitch and plunging eaves are common on multi-gabled roofs. An English catslide or ski-jump roofline is found on some examples.
- **MASONRY** Houses are most often stone, brick, or stucco, sometimes with multiple cladding materials, often with patterned stone- or brickwork. Slate roofs are common.
- **HALF-TIMBERING** Imitating original timber framing, the stickwork timbers are almost always decorative, not structural, in America's revival houses. Patterns may be plain or fanciful.
- **STORYBOOK ENTRY** Look for a separate "entry house," articulated masonry framework, an arch (Tudor or round), and round-top doors.
- **PROMINENT CHIMNEY** Whether of stone or brick (or both), chimneys are often exaggerated and capped with terra-cotta chimney pots.
- **CASEMENT WINDOWS** that swing out (rather than the more common double-hung type) are typical, as are diamond panes. Windows are often grouped two, three, or four across.
The revival dates back to late-Victorian interest in medieval times. From about 1895 to 1915, picturesque half-timbering was rare; the stone buildings tended more toward Flemish gables and Renaissance façade ornaments. Tudor took hold after 1905, coincident with the American Arts & Crafts movement—another medieval revival. By the 1920s, Tudor was more popular than even the Colonial Revival style, in some upscale towns. Steep roofs and half-timbered gables appeared on small planbook houses and stockbroker manors alike. Most houses were well built but not opulent; the style hinted at deeper “roots” and lent an illusion of Anglo aristocracy to the middle and upper-middle classes moving to new suburbs.

Construction was uncomplicated: stucco or brick veneer—a new technology—covered an affordable wood frame. Builders freely mixed late-medieval details derived from thatched cottages and stone manors. (Though “Tudor” covers most English Revival houses of the 20th century, subsets include the Cotswold cottage and the Elizabethan town house.) Unlike the “Jacobethan” style favored by architects between 1895 and 1915, post-war examples were informal and even storybook, though landmark examples continued to be built into the 1930s. The style was out of fashion by 1945.

**TUDOR TYPES**
The revival of late- and post-medieval architecture started with designer William Morris and architect Richard Norman Shaw in England during the 19th century. The American Tudor Revival became an Anglophile phenomenon in the suburbs of the 1920s and later. The term **Stockbroker Tudor** is a pointed reference to bourgeois houses built by conservative new money.

**Tudor** refers to the reigns of the Tudor monarchs [1485-1558]: Henry VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I. Tudor falls between the Perpendicular Gothic before it and the classical Palladian style that would follow the Jacobean period. Mullioned (divided) windows and orielis, flattened Tudor arches, brickwork combined with half-timber construction, tall gables, and decorative chimneys predominated.

**Elizabethan** connotes the “golden era” of the reign of Queen Elizabeth I [1558-1603], the time of Shakespeare and the English Renaissance. Our style designation “Tudor” is often assumed to include this period’s influence. **Jacobean** refers to the reign of King James I [1603-1625]. **Jacobethan** is a word coined in the 1930s to refer to “baronial” English Revival architecture that combined elements from the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods.
Old English Motif

Early Country Estate houses, the English Cottage style, and familiar half-timbered Tudors all are variants of a romantic Old English revival.

TUDOR REVIVAL INTERIORS

House exteriors ran from somber to whimsical—but the interiors were thoroughly modern for the times. A less formal living room had replaced the parlor. The kitchen had electric appliances and an eating nook; the first floor boasted a powder room. Tudor sentiment might show up only in windows, a Tudor-arch fireplace mantel, or a "medieval" staircase newel.

The early wave of English Revival houses was upscale, often featuring two-storey Great Halls with baronial fireplaces and expensive paneled walls. Rich suburban examples might have a high-ceilinged (or step-down) great room, perhaps with a timbered ceiling. Many spec-built models ca. 1925–1945, however, had generic interiors much like those in late bungalows, Dutch Colonials, and Spanish Revival houses. Arched door openings, French doors, and coved ceilings were popular in all of these.

Ceiling beams, window and door casings, wainscots, and staircases tended to be dark and heavy, made of stained oak or chestnut dully finished with wax. As in Arts & Crafts dining rooms, wainscots were taller than those in Colonial Revival houses. Damask wall coverings were appropriate over wainscots. Moxsage was suggested by rough troweled plaster or a textured finish, often painted an ivory color. Flooring was often wide oak boards, though slate and dark tile were used in halls and kitchens. Axminster or Persian rugs partly covered floors. Heavy iron hardware complemented heavy metal lighting fixtures. Tapestries, antlers, and taxidermy hung on walls. Motifs included shields and other heraldic imagery, quatrefoils, and oak leaves and acorns.

Bedrooms were softer and lighter than the wainscoted formal rooms. There was a minor fad in the late 1920s for glamorous bedrooms styled after European hotel rooms, with mirrors and crystal doorknobs.

Elaborated Chimney

Another indicator of Tudor style: a large or tall chimney, often prominently featured on the front or one side of the house. It may have patterned brick or stone.

Old English Forms

The hallmark of suburban Tudors is decorative half-timbering, as on the second story of this house. Asymmetry and catslide roofs are common.
Once a woodshed, this room with sun pouring in is now the owner’s preferred place for breakfast. The candle chandelier is a reproduction; the New England cupboard has original red milk paint and displays antique wares.
The old house in Oneonta, New York, was built ca. 1820 and added to in 1876. At one time a duplex, it has been returned to single-family use.

IMOTHY NORTHUP knows for sure that the house was added to in 1876. "That date comes up in city records," he says; "the original part of the house was most likely built around 1820 or a little later—though that’s speculation. He adds that the original house is post-and-beam construction, while the Victorian addition is balloon framed. Northup may not know much about the house's early days, but he knows it intimately, because this was his grandparents’ home. The 2,863-square-foot farmhouse is in the historic district in Oneonta, New York.

THE FAMILY FARMHOUSE

An antiques dealer and lighting designer gently and pragmatically fixes up the house he inherited. BY REGINA COLE / PHOTOGRAPHS BY GRIDLEY + GRAVES
ABOVE A pair of rare, early 18th-century Heart and Crown chairs is originally from Connecticut. The sailor whirligig was made on Nantucket by Lincoln Sealy, most likely in the early 20th century. A stoneware flask and a Revolutionary War powder horn are treasures on the hanging shelf.

BELOW The sea chest is decorated with faux painting in a seaweed pattern. On it rests a carved whale (a bit of reproduction folk art), a stoneware jug, a spice box, and a grain-painted box. RIGHT The great room is a cozy living space centered on an antique fireplace surround and mantel, cut to fit around the pellet stove and between windows. The Philadelphia tall-case clock is the owner's most cherished antique.

Divide and Conquer

Before his grandparents bought it in 1942, the old house was divided to become a duplex. When Timothy Northup moved in around 2010, the division stood and what is now a great room was a separate apartment.

"That's where I lived," he recalls. For some time, the house had an awkward layout and cramped rooms. When Northup took down a wall between two small bedrooms, the great room was the result. He removed the ceiling to create a 1½-storey room that rises to a dramatic peak, and exposed the girt between the levels. It is now his favorite room, the repository for many favorite antiques and works of art. "It's warm and cozy and inviting," he says, "like a Norman Rockwell picture."
A ROOM UNITED

The house was divided some time before 1942, and this space became two bedrooms in a separate apartment. With accretions removed, it is now a great room filled with antiques.
“My family bought it in 1942... at the time, my grandmother wrote to a family member, ‘We bought a 100-year-old house.’ They were dairy farmers,” Northup says. “At the time, the homestead measured 80 acres, and they had a herd of 48 to 50 dairy cattle. I spent all my weekends in this house when I was growing up. It was always full of cousins, aunts and uncles; for me, it was the center of the universe.”

Northup’s grandparents farmed the land until the 1980s, and his grandfather lived here until he died in 2010 at age 99. He inherited the house and the land, which now measures 40 acres. Northup is an antiques dealer who also represents furniture and lighting companies. He also designs and manufactures lighting, calling his style “Steampunk Country Rustic,” and always uses reproduction Edison bulbs.

When the house became his, he launched an investigation that led to peeling back layer upon layer of accretions, including plywood flooring, dropped ceilings, and modern wall paneling. “There were five layers over everything,” he says. “Fortunately, the old floors and beams were intact underneath.”

Northup upgraded the electrical system, insulated the roof, and removed the wall between the 1876 kitchen and the adjoining dining room. He installed a breakfast bar and a new kitchen, moving the kitchen sink to the breakfast bar. A former woodshed became a sunny breakfast room, two cramped bedrooms in the original part of the house were opened to each other to become a great room—and the dairy barn became Timothy’s office and showroom.

For guidance during his year-and-a-half renovation, he went to the Farmer’s Museum in nearby Cooperstown: “There’s a house there similar to mine; they show its construction and explain its history,” Northup says. He got design advice from his girlfriend, Sallie Dunham-Davis, a clinical social-worker psychotherapist.
To furnish the house, which has seen multiple owners, additions, and change, Timothy Northup drew on his three decades as an antiques dealer. Furnishings date from roughly 1750 to 1942, representing the hand-me-down history of ownership.

More Online
Tips and photos on folk-art decorating: oldhouseonline.com/articles/3-ideas-for-decorating-with-primitives

who's restored an early 19th-century house of her own. "We met because of our old houses," Northup smiles.

When it came to decorating his newly spruced-up place, Northup drew on his three decades as an antiques dealer. "I furnished the house to represent its history. The first owners would have brought their grandparents' furniture with them, and so on, so I chose things that date from roughly 1750 to 1942."

His most treasured piece is older than that: a tall-case walnut clock built by Joseph Wells of Philadelphia, ca. 1730. With an ornate brass face and simple cabinet, it has pride of place in a corner of the great room. "I wind it every 30 hours. It still runs and chimes beautifully," Northup says. "Just think, when the Declaration of Independence was being read to the crowd in Philadelphia, this clock was already keeping time and chiming, just a street away."

He bought the clock from a Philadelphia family and believes that he is only its third owner.

Other favorite things include antique and reproduction Windsor chairs, weathervanes, early 19th-century ironwork, stoneware and yellow-ware, and his grandparents' hanging scale. He appreciates folk art and collects both old and new, as long as pieces are hand made and representative of folk art traditions.

He and Sallie do a lot of entertaining, showing off the house. She has her own house but they live here.

"I have so many wonderful memories of this house," Timothy Northup says. "Now it's warm and welcoming, and we hope we're creating memories for the next generation."

FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 87.
During his restoration of a ca. 1820 New York farmhouse (see previous story), antiques dealer Tim Northup sought inspiration at museums and historic houses—including the Farmers' Museum and Fenimore Art Museum in Cooperstown, not far from his place in Oneonta. Today the town with a population of about 1,770—home to the Baseball Hall of Fame—also boasts SUNY Oneonta's Cooperstown Graduate Program, which trains museum professionals.

The Farmers' Museum is a living history site. Its 19th-century Historic Village comprises 24 buildings moved here from around the state and restored: the Greek Revival Dimmick House dates to 1839, the More House to ca. 1818, parts of the Bump Tavern go back to 1795. The Lippitt Farmstead interprets an operating farm of the mid-19th century, and includes the 1800 farmhouse, two barns, and many outbuildings. Museum collections also extend to textiles, wallpapers, and agricultural artifacts.

Those looking for immersion might take workshops, which run from three hours to three days and include courses in blacksmithing, woodcarving, rug braiding, tinsmithing, and folk painting—plus raising hens and beekeeping. (Except for special programs, the museum is closed from Oct. 30 until Mar. 31.) Find more at farmersmuseum.org

The Fenimore Art Museum began as the New York State Historical Association in 1899; one mandate was to archive manuscripts, paintings, and objects associated with state history. The Museum today occupies Fenimore House, a 1930s neo-Georgian mansion built on the site of novelist James Fenimore Cooper's early farmhouse. (Cooper's family moved here in the 1790s; the novelist wrote The Last of the Mohicans and the other books, referred to as the Leatherstocking Tales, between 1823 and 1841.)

A separate library and an 18,000-square-foot wing have been added, the latter accommodating one of the country's most important collections of American Indian art. The Fenimore has superb collections of folk art, photography, and paintings of the Hudson River School and 19th-century genre paintings. More at fenimoreartmuseum.org

LEFT Craft demonstrations go on in this historic shop at the Farmers' Museum. RIGHT In a lavish bedroom of the early 1800s at the Farmers' Museum's Bump Tavern, wall stenciling was copied from the original.
A HOUSE REMADE FOR TWO

A modest addition and Tudor elements turn a 1953 house into home for a couple. By Rebecca Pantuso, Chagrin, Ohio

The project started with a love story: two people coming together under one roof after 40 years of courtship. Eva, who emigrated from Hungary, rooted herself on the far west side of Cleveland, Ohio, back in 1972. Eva's only family in the States is her daughter Sydney, who currently lives in Washington, D.C.

Eugene, who is a retired electrical engineer, was born and raised on the far east side of Cleveland. He met Eva at work; her grinding machine broke and Eugene fixed it—and, it turned out, he spoke Hungarian. For the next 43 years, he'd drive an hour each way to visit his friend Eva. After 43 years, following a southward shift of the North Polar Vortex, the two agreed they should live closer. Together, even. Daughter Syd called our firm, Clemens Pantuso Architecture, to design an addition for Eugene's 800-square-foot house. The goal was to make necessary changes, but not to change so much that it would disrupt Eugene's comfort.

The old, 7'6"-wide kitchen became the mudroom, and the new kitchen went into the original bedroom. We removed two walls to shorten the long corridor, borrow light, and create a dining room open to the kitchen and family room. The new entry has a much-needed overhang to protect against northeast Ohio's extreme weather. The addition comprises two bedrooms, a master bath, and plenty of closet space. The new, steeper roof is a nod to Tudor style; it solves the ice-dam issues, and raised the ceiling over new spaces. Large windows capture views of the wooded lot.

We all enjoyed working on this transformation, brought about by a beautiful love story. Everyone had a voice and played an active role in the design. We often started with opposing viewpoints, but with respect the right solutions were found. The fast-growing rose garden is a perfect symbol of the relationship and the project.
BEFORE AND AFTER Interior spaces were opened up, and the addition has soaring ceilings. BELOW The kitchen is open to the dining room.
Fabulous Foyers
With handsome, period-perfect entry halls or foyers, these five beauties have guests making an entrance.

PITTSBURGH, PA / $649,900
Built in 1873 during the city's golden age, this Second Empire mansion has a foyer with a walnut staircase, lavished with period carpet and wallpaper. The townhouse has nine marble mantels and electrified gaslight fixtures.

GEORGETOWN, KY / $540,000
The wide entry foyer in this 1840 center-hall Greek Revival is accented with ruby-glass sidelights, a circular staircase, and an intricate ribbon parquet floor. The brick house is enclosed by a period wrought-iron fence.

ST. JOSEPH, MO / $132,000
Entered through a door with Gothic-motif glazing, tinted-glass side panels, and a transom window, this 1869 Gothic Revival is graced by a narrow floating stair ascending to the second floor. Other features include an incised period mantel.

BREWSTER, MA / $1,200,000
The Joseph Smith House is an architecturally significant, hipped-roof Georgian built about 1800. The pedimented entry with fanlight opens to a broad, wainscoted foyer with dentilled crown moulding and decorative scroll brackets on the stair treads.

GENEVA, NY / $549,000
A floating staircase and herringbone floors bordered by a Greek-key inlay welcome guests to this brick Italianate designed by renowned architect Andrew Jackson Warner in 1873. Details include chestnut doors, paneled arched doorways, period lighting, and original kitchen cabinets.
OVER 9,000 PRODUCTS
ORNAMENTAL METALS
ACCESS CONTROLS
PREFAB FENCE PANELS
RAILING COMPONENTS
AND MORE!

800.542.2379 KINGMETALS.COM

Have The Best Of Both Worlds!

Save Your Historic Windows with High-Tech Interior Storm Windows
10 Minute Install / 10 Seconds In / 10 Seconds Out
Inerglass® Window Systems, LLC
The Compression-Fit Advantage
stormwindows.com • 800.743.6207

“Metford” Frieze
It will always feel like summer with our new Metford Frieze crowning your room. This playful and elegant border is part of our new “Jeffrey” roomset. Shown here in Moss. Samples available at www.bradbury.com.

Bradbury & Bradbury
ART WALLPAPERS

P.O. Box 469
251 S. Pennsylvania Ave
Centre Hall, PA 16828
814-364-9577
VLWORKS.COM

Custom-Made Window Shades
our specialty is manufacturing authentic Victorian window shades with a variety of materials and styles.
914 Central Avenue | Alameda, CA 94501 | 877-322-0633
www.shadeshop.com
NOSTALGIC WAREHOUSE

Bring out the unique character of your historic home with authentic vintage inspired door hardware.

www.NWDOORHARDWARE.com

- Restored Antique Plumbing Fixtures
- Antique Inspired Kitchen & Bath Plumbing Fixtures

ULTRA SAFE
SUPER EFFICIENT
TOTALLY SILENT
HEATING
FOR PEACE OF MIND

ENERGY SAVING & SILENT
4 cents per hour* & has no fan!
ULTRA-SAFE & HEALTHY
cool to the touch & doesn't blow dust
EASY TO INSTALL & SLEEK
installs in minutes & only 2 inches thin!

Free Shipping to the USA + Canada*

WOODSTONE®
THE FINEST CUSTOM PEGGED MORTISE AND TENON WOOD WINDOW & DOOR REPLICATIONS
603.445.2449 • WWW.WOODSTONE.COM

Timeless Beauty

ReadyToRe.com
337.466.3917
RESTORE

VINTAGE LIGHTING
How to safely restore and refinish great old fixtures. page 44

56 QUICK MAKEOVERS: BRIGHTENING IDEAS
Fix a faulty light switch, strip paint-encrusted hardware, lower a chandelier.

50 TOOLS + MATERIALS
52 KNOW-HOW
58 STUFF I SCREWED UP

60 SALVAGE IT
62 DO THIS, NOT THAT
Slate roof repair.
Like hemlines and film stars, lighting fixtures tend to go in and out of fashion. Count yourself lucky if any of the pendants, chandeliers, ceiling lights, or sconces hung and mounted soon after your house was built are still in place, even if a shade is cracked or the metalwork is black with nicotine. You've really scored if you find an original fixture stashed away like a broken toy in the back of a closet. No matter what its apparent condition, rehanging or restoring an original fixture is a way to honor the architecture of the house. By Mary Ellen Polson
Surrounded by half-completed projects and lighting parts, a craftsman in the restoration workshop at Appleton Antique Lighting threads wiring into the crystals of an antique fixture.
Cleaning Glass  Just like fine crystal, shades made of clear, frosted, opal, etched, wheel-cut or even art glass can be washed in warm soapy water. If the glass is polychromed or decorated with paint or decals, however, do not soak it. Even a brief immersion may dissolve the decoration, experts note. Clean around the applied decoration with cotton balls or Q-tips dipped into a dilute solution of warm soapy water.

CLEANING METAL  Most early 20th-century lighting fixtures are made of lacquer-coated brass, which can be safely cleaned with a mild soap and water. Go slow, advises Jane Deimezis of Appleton Lighting. “Start with a soft cloth, then a damp cloth, and then use a mild cleaner you would use to wash dishes with, like Ivory Liquid.” • **Wipe the cleaned parts with a soft, nonabrasive cloth** such as an old T-shirt, suggests Chris Jones of Historic Houseparts. Avoid using paper towels, which can burnish surfaces. Once dry, protect exposed surfaces and even out the finish with paste wax or a metallic wax, such as Rub ‘n Buff (see Resources). • **If the fixture is steel, copper, or cast-iron, however, do not use the soaking method** to clean it, Jones says. Since cast iron rusts easily when exposed to water, wax it or apply tung oil after cleaning. Many cast-iron fixtures were painted, so finishing with a coat of metallic paint is also an option. • Additionally, **fixtures with painted or polychromed finishes are difficult to clean safely.** “Anything you touch with a cleaner can dissolve the paint,” says Jones. Use Q-tips or cotton balls dipped into a dilute solution of cleaner to remove nicotine and other grime.

FIRST STEP: SAFETY  It's natural to want to give a good cleaning to a chandelier coated with an amalgam of grease and dust. Before touching the fixture, however, assess its condition. Does it still have the original wiring? If so, it should be professionally rewired before any other steps are taken.

“If you rewire an old light fixture yourself, you’d better have a good idea what you’re doing,” says Nigel Barnes, manager of Antique and Vintage at Rejuvenation, which restores and sells vintage fixtures. “If you do it wrong, you could get shocked or blow an electrical circuit. At worst, it could burn your house down.”

Chris Jones of Historic Houseparts, a dealer in architectural salvage and reproductions, concurs: “For anything more than a single wire and socket, I would recommend sending it to a professional.”

That's because it's impossible to tell whether a fixture you've rewired yourself is safe; checking it requires testing equipment only a pro shop will have. A good shop can safely clean an old fixture and make repairs with sensitivity to its original character. They’ll know, for instance, whether arms that are bent can be reshaped, where wiring can or cannot safely go, and sources for missing components. They'll offer expertise in matching or replicating finishes.

EVALUATION AND CLEANING  Sometimes a fixture only needs a light cleaning to remove superficial dirt, leaving the original lacquered finish intact. “If we know what the metal is, we know what cleaning approach to use,” says Jane Deimezis, owner of Appleton Antique Lighting. “If we don't know, we take baby steps. Then it's a matter of trial and error.”

Many early 20th-century lighting fixtures were made of brass, typically finished with a coat of lacquer. A surface cleaning for a brass light may be followed by a hand polishing, with or without a protective coating of wax that helps protect the existing patina.

In cases where the cleaned finish is uneven, the customer may opt for a more in-depth cleaning, taking the metal down to bare brass, with the option of re-lacquering. At the same time, it may be possible to add a patina to darken the metal slightly and give it a more consistent appearance or an aged look. “Every piece is different,” continues Deimezis. “You have to respect what the piece is and not make it worse than it was.”

Ultimately, most important decisions are referred to the client, who may have a desired look in mind or budgetary constraints to consider. Keep in mind that even a straightforward cleaning and rewiring usually requires taking the fixture completely apart. A good shop will document the process with photographs. “Sometimes there are multiple ways a fixture can be assembled,” says Jones. “You have to have that record of how it was put together.” [text cont. on page 49]
Back to Life
In its unrestored state, the 'Petite French' bronze chandelier (above) was a mess of twisted arms, missing crystals, and a dull finish. The restoration team at Appleton Lighting removed all of the crystals and glass stem pieces, plus old wiring and sockets. "All of the arms, bobeches, and candle cups are original," says Emilia Deimezis, who co-owns the shop with her mother. "Any replacement pieces, such as the canopy, we chemically patinated to match."

The finish was revived through a gentle cleaning followed by a wax polish, retaining the original patina. "The miracle is not in the chemicals, but in the careful and practiced application of old-fashioned elbow grease," she says.

In its unrestored state, the 'Petite French' bronze chandelier (above) was a mess of twisted arms, missing crystals, and a dull finish. The restoration team at Appleton Lighting removed all of the crystals and glass stem pieces, plus old wiring and sockets. "All of the arms, bobeches, and candle cups are original," says Emilia Deimezis, who co-owns the shop with her mother. "Any replacement pieces, such as the canopy, we chemically patinated to match."

The finish was revived through a gentle cleaning followed by a wax polish, retaining the original patina. "The miracle is not in the chemicals, but in the careful and practiced application of old-fashioned elbow grease," she says.

Search for the Authentic
Like anything else considered rare and valuable, vintage and antique fixtures that can be returned to use and beauty are getting harder to find. "Antique lighting is really art," says Nigel Barnes of Rejuvenation. In its early days, Rejuvenation bought most of the antique fixtures it restored from locals, who brought them in because they were "too neat to throw away," he says.

Now most of the shop's inventory comes from eBay and other online sources, and from the mega antiques markets held a few times a year, such as Brimfield in Massachusetts, Round Top in Texas, and Mount Dora in Florida.

Like anything else considered rare and valuable, vintage and antique fixtures that can be returned to use and beauty are getting harder to find. "Antique lighting is really art," says Nigel Barnes of Rejuvenation. In its early days, Rejuvenation bought most of the antique fixtures it restored from locals, who brought them in because they were "too neat to throw away," he says.

Now most of the shop's inventory comes from eBay and other online sources, and from the mega antiques markets held a few times a year, such as Brimfield in Massachusetts, Round Top in Texas, and Mount Dora in Florida.

If you're in the market, shop first in local vintage shops, and then consider a pilgrimage to a large show near you. Wear good walking shoes, bring water, and arrive early. Then search selectively. "Start with something beautiful, of quality, or desirable," says Jane Deimezis of Appleton Antique Lighting. "It's not about the age of the fixture, it's about the quality and the uniqueness."

Like the pros, try to make sure any vintage piece has all, or almost all, of the working parts. A few flaws may be OK, too. "As long as it's intact after 100 years, be willing to consider an imperfect patina," says Barnes. "It's totally a matter of taste."
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RESTORING the Princess

Buyers from Rejuvenation recently discovered and bought a spectacular Empire-style filigreed gas chandelier that had been electrified in the early 20th century. Known around the shop as The Princess, the long, pierced, spool-shaped body supports 12 delicately cast ornamental arm backs with ornate mounts that conceal sockets for electric bulbs. All sockets were carefully rewired and each light tested. Brass ormolus were hand polished and each arm was antiqued for contrast. One of the few parts missing on the entire fixture was a small but highly visible gas key. The shop was able to have the small part re-cast—expensive, but certainly worth it for a fixture with a retail value of $12,000.

ABOVE (left to right) Justin Grow, Nigel Barnes, and Josh Bond, all from Rejuvenation’s Antique and Vintage department, inspect a rare filigreed Empire chandelier at the Round Top Antiques Show in Texas. MIDDLE An arm, part of the center body, and embellishments have been cleaned and are ready for assembly. RIGHT Mounts that conceal electrical sockets are reattached to the antiqued arms. TOP The restored chandelier is fitted with Edison-style filament bulbs.
**Should You Replate?**

Fixtures with plated finishes such as nickel or silver can be brought back to life through a recoating process known as electroplating. The fixture should be pretty far gone before you take this step: replating requires stripping the original finish away, and the process is toxic enough that it's environmentally regulated in most states. In replating, the new finish is deposited electrochemically. The fixture or part to be revived is dipped into a chemical bath that contains the desired metal. A mild electrical charge attracts the metal in the solution to the surface, depositing a very thin, uniform layer. The thickness and nature of the application can be manipulated by the length of time the part is left in the tank, and through other techniques.

**MISSING PARTS**

It's a rare vintage fixture that comes to the repair shop with all pieces intact. "There are many parts that you just never have enough of," says Barnes. "A really common one would be the canopy, the part that goes on the ceiling. I don't know why it is, but people tend to save fixtures but not the canopy."

Since many of the tubes, bodies, arms, shade holders, and sockets in lighting made between about 1880 and 1940 haven’t changed much, Rejuvenation started making its own reproduction parts long ago as part of its transition from architectural salvage dealer to reproduction lighting company. Even so, "we always prefer to use antique parts whenever possible. We rarely use replacement glass—we go to great lengths to find antique shades that fit the old fixtures."

Restoring older lighting often means reversing poor repairs. "A fixture may have been Frankensteined together out of parts from more than one fixture," Barnes says. Someone may have removed part of the light and discarded it, or turned arms meant to be upright upside down. "Our job is to assess whether we can fix it and make it whole again."

**SPECIAL FINISHES**

The range of finishes that can restored is as varied as vintage lighting itself, from clear lacquer to enameling and gilding. With the exception of replating, which is subject to stringent environmental controls, most can be handled in-house by a reputable restoration shop (see "Should You Replate?" above). While some vintage finishes are forgiving, others are more fragile and require practiced hands.

Many Depression-era fixtures, for example, have delicate polychrome finishes that are easily damaged and hard to restore. "The reason they're like that is that they were made from lower-cost materials, like pot metal, which were then painted in multiple colors," says Barnes.

One example would be a pot-metal fixture with a gilt base, over-painted with jewel tones—cheap to make, but deluxe in appearance. "In some cases, these were exceptional, hand-applied finishes."

In his 15 years at Rejuvenation's shop, Barnes has worked with craftspeople who were really good at replicating these finishes. "Sometimes they're so good that even I can't tell whether the finish is original or restored."

A few years ago, Barnes discovered that one of Rejuvenation's suppliers had been making lacquer for lighting companies since the 1870s. The company still carried some of the historic lines. Rejuvenation now buys those historic colors direct from the source.

While many of the polychromed finishes from the 1920s and '30s were hand rubbed, painted finishes popular just after World War II and into the 1950s were applied using the latest air-brushing technology. One of the artisans in the shop began to experiment with air brushing, with excellent results. "The fixtures look exactly like the originals," Barnes says. "Same technique, same paint."

Patinas, however, can be much more difficult to replicate. One recent project involved re-creating a large, stepped finial missing from a verde green (copper) fixture that was part of an otherwise intact set. Noting that techniques to create patina for statuary and bronze range from applications of baking soda and vinegar to burying the part in the ground for a week, the shop finally hit on a solution after a period of experimentation. "I think it took a month of different attempts to make that new, shiny copper turn verde green and look natural."

---

**Do You Know UNO?**

Whether they are glass or fabric, shades must have a fitter to connect to a lamp or light fixture. The standard fitter is an UNO, a threaded ring that screws into a socket with matching threaded rings. When making minor repairs to a lamp with a socket that lacks the necessary threading, you can add an adapter with UNO threading to fasten it to the shade.
**Winter Projects**

Tighten up the house and take charge of minor maintenance with these helpers.

**HIGH TORQUE**

The DCF899P1 high-torque impact wrench with brushless motor will speed your way through countless fastening jobs. Powered by a lithium ion battery, the highly rated, 20-volt wrench has multi-speed control for a variety of uses. $229; or $299 with kit. DeWalt, (800) 433-9258, [dewalt.com](http://dewalt.com)

**WELL PATCHED**

Patch small leaks in gutters, flashing, and shingles with Through the Roof, an ultra-clear caulk proven to last far longer that roof cement because it remains elastic over time. It's available in quarts, gallons, and 10½-ounce cartridges. $9.88 to $62.99. Sashco, (800) 767-5656, [sashco.com](http://sashco.com)

**IN PROFILE**

Contour gauges offer an easy way to re-create moulding profiles in wood or plaster, or to scribe around trim while installing flooring. Made with stainless-steel pins, this 6” contour gauge can measure profiles up to 3½” deep. $7.98. General Tools & Instruments, (800) 697-8665, [generaltools.com](http://generaltools.com)

**HAPPY AS A CLAM**

Inspired by watertight technologies used in sailing, this single, fully assembled bulkhead is constructed of durable, maintenance-free fiberglass. The smooth-action door is feather light, easy to open and close. It comes in small (51” wide) and large (55” wide) sizes. $1,490 to $1,590. ClamDoor, (888) 344-2526, [clamdoor.com](http://clamdoor.com)

**FOR HISTORIC WINDOWS**

First formulated 75 years ago, Multi-Glaze M is the traditional linseed-oil putty used to reglaze windows for many historic buildings, including the White House. For in-shop use only, it’s available in quarts or gallons. About $42 for a gallon. Sarco Putty, (773) 735-5577, [sarcoputty.com](http://sarcoputty.com)
OWN A PIECE OF HISTORY

Historic Riverfront Home
Viola, WI  $499,000  56400

- Historic Victorian Home
- 4 bedrooms, 3 baths
- Beautiful landscaping
- Covered porch and deck
- Horse Barn with fenced pastures

Crafted Right...
Here in Vermont.

Glenn Bowman, owner and craftsman

Crafting quality soapstone sinks and countertops for 160 years.
Soapstone is all we do.
WE FABRICATE AND INSTALL MORE SOAPSTONE THAN ANYONE... PERIOD. We build on-site for a perfect fit every time. Trust us for value, experience and the quality that comes from generations of Vermont craftsmanship.

Custom crafted sinks and countertops. Your design or ours.

Vermont Soapstone Co.
VermontSoapstone.com  855-868-5702


Grace your home with the timeless sophistication of 18th and Early 19th Century lighting. The country’s largest collection of Early American designs, reproduced entirely by hand from original fixtures in museums such as Historic Deerfield and Old Sturbridge Village.

PERIOD LIGHTING chandeliers, sconces and lanterns will add a quiet beauty to your home and surroundings.

Period Lighting Fixtures Inc.
Artisans since 1974  periodlighting.com  800.829.6990
167 River Road Dept. 41032  Clarksburg, MA 01247

Reggio Registers

Premium Quality Registers & Grilles

- American Craftsmanship -
Get the Finishing Touch
People Notice
Check out our newest products at
ReggioRegister.com

Solid Brass • Cast Iron • Aluminum • Wood
- Lifetime Guarantee -
ReggioRegister.com  800.880.3090
Lights Divided, Truly and Otherwise

It should be understood that conserving old windows is the "greenest" option: they are endlessly repairable and easy to upgrade for energy efficiency and comfort. For those buying new windows, find good news in recent aesthetic improvements. By Mary Ellen Polson

I treasure the few original single-pane casement and double-hung windows that remain in my 80-year-old rustic cottage. But without the old, hand-built, wooden storm windows to create effective double glazing (trapping insulating air in-between), I'd be awfully cold in winter. The cottage came with a few not-so-sturdy replacement windows that long ago outlived their usefulness. They don't match other windows in the house, and they aren't double-glazed.

Replacement options, in my case, range from real divided-light windows with multiple, separate panes of glass to simulated divided lights, an increasingly popular option for windows since they were introduced in the last decades of the 20th century. The latest versions of simulated dividers are much more realistic than early snap-in or removable grille versions, which lacked depth and

were poorly proportioned, especially in relation to historical windows.

SIMULATED DIVIDED LIGHTS

Although window manufacturers continue to offer a range of simulated divided lights (or SDLs), the better offerings have dividers that are permanently attached to the interior and exterior panes with a durable adhesive. At minimum, the dividers set in the interior of the window should be made of wood with a realistic muntin profile. If you can afford it, specify a coordinating profile in a weather-resistant wood for the exterior—it will make the windows "read" architecturally from a distance.

To eliminate the flat reflection that make the SDL look fake, opt for windows where the overlay grids are darkened underneath to create a shadow effect, or specify spacer bars between the two panes of glass that follow the pattern of the overlay. Both techniques make it harder to tell that the muntins don't go all the way through the window.

TRUE DIVIDED LIGHTS

That said, true divided-light sash (TDL) reflects light differently. Multiple panes of glass each reflect light, so that the reflection in the window dances subtly as you pass by. Window frames and muntins on TDLs also tend to be thicker, throwing deeper, more architectural shadow lines.

For a historic or especially significant house, custom windows with true divided lights may still be the best option, especially if the house is subject to local historic landmark requirements. Interestingly, the computer-numeric-control (CNC) capabilities now driving so much of contemporary manufacturing make it much easier to replicate a historic
VISIBLE DIVISION

As shown through this sequence of window grille options from Marvin, deciding between simulated (SDL) or true (TDL) divided lights in insulated replacement windows often comes down to affordability versus architectural appearance.

The least expensive double-glazed option is to place the muntin grille between the sheets of glass. While this gives the window a traditional appearance, the grid lacks dimension and won't cast shadows like a true divided light window.

A step up, architecturally and in price, is to apply a real wood grille overlay on the interior surface of the glass sash. The single overlay gives the window some architectural relief, but light shadows will still differ from those of true divided windows.

The best SDLs offer architectural wood grilles on both exterior and interior glass surfaces. These double wood grille overlays come closest to the appearance of through-the-glass muntins at a cost 10-30% cheaper than TDLs. A good double grille will also reflect the different profiles found on the interior and exterior parts of the muntin.

In the less expensive option of the two, the back of the grid overlay is applied with a bonding tape in black or a dark shade to enhance the shadow effect of the applied muntin. In a step up, aluminum spacer bars are inserted inside the two glass layers to enhance the sense of a true divided light.

The most expensive option, by far, is a true divided light, with a wood assembly holding individual pieces of glass in place. The high cost comes from engineering individual units for each “pane” that look like traditional windows in factories set up to make windows in a completely different way. A single 12” x 8” double-glazed light, for instance, can be composed of dozens of different parts, from the individual panes of glass to multiple pieces of wood, plus hidden components meant to stabilize the structure and keep it weather-tight.

Window Words

CASEMENT WINDOW A projecting window hinged at the sides, which usually opens outward like a door.

DOUBLE-HUNG WINDOW Two vertically sliding sash that bypass each other in a single frame.

LIGHT A pane of glass or compartment of a window, usually expressed in terms of the number of panes per sash, as in 12 over 6 (12 lights in top sash, 6 lights in bottom).

MUNTIN Narrow, milled wood strips that separate individual panes of glass in a window sash.

SIMULATED DIVIDED LIGHT Usually found on double-glazed windows, an SDL is a window sash with a grid of superficial muntins on the interior and/or exterior of the glass. The best SDLs have spacer bars paralleling the grids between the sheets of glass.

TRUE DIVIDED LIGHT This is a window sash composed of individual panes of glass held in place by wood muntins.

The Nantucket double-glazed window from Cooper Smart Windows is composed of two window sashes, both with true divided lights. The exterior sash has salvaged vintage glass, while the interior has new glass, producing a unique version of a Thermopane window that reads as historic.
The latest types of simulated dividers are much more realistic than early snap-in or removable grille versions, which lacked depth and good proportions.

On the exterior side, the muntin is pinned in place against the outer glass with wood stops. The schematic only suggests the many parts needed to compose a double glazed "light" that looks like a 200-year-old windowpane.

A schematic view of a muntin on a double-glazed, true divided light from Heartwood Windows (see opposite), for example, shows a muntin in a traditional moulding profile that appears to pass through both layers of glass. The muntin is actually passing between individual blocks of glass and wood that make up each double-glazed "light" in the window sash.

The latest types of simulated dividers are much more realistic than early removable versions, which lacked depth and good proportions.

On the exterior side, the muntin is pinned in place against the outer glass with wood stops. The schematic only suggests the many parts needed to compose a double glazed "light" that looks like a 200-year-old windowpane.

A schematic view of a muntin on a double-glazed, true divided light from Heartwood Windows (see opposite), for example, shows a muntin in a traditional moulding profile that appears to pass through both layers of glass. The muntin is actually passing between individual blocks of glass and wood that make up each double-glazed "light" in the window sash.

While custom, true divided-light multipane windows made of solid wood can be pricey at upwards of $2,500 per double glazed unit, smaller companies may offer more affordable pricing. Working directly with a manufacturer is a good

CAN YOU TELL THE DIFFERENCE?

Both of the window installations shown were custom-fabricated by Heartwood Fine Windows & Doors, for different clients. One is among the most complex simulated divided-light window projects the company has done: It incorporates a composite grid cut by computer numeric control (CNC). The other features true divided lights.

SEE RESOURCES ON P. 87 FOR THE ANSWER!
way to ensure that your “replacement” windows match the old originals still on the house. For those on tighter budgets (like me), stock double-glazed windows with wood grilles fixed to the inside of the sash are more affordable at $200 to $500. Another alternative is to keep (or buy) single-glazed windows and add storms, or interior glazing panels that typically cost $24 to $36 per square foot. Have any remaining original windows reconditioned by a restoration pro.

I’d do that, but I don’t have the option: my old windows are all but gone.

Use Howard Citrus-Shield Paste Wax as the final finish on all types of wood, including antiques, furniture, cabinets, paneling and much more. It enhances the natural beauty of the wood grain and buffs to a brilliant, long-lasting shine. May also be used on painted or other decorative surfaces.

- Easily buffs to a brilliant, long-lasting shine
- Leaves a carnauba wax and beeswax barrier
- Protects finish color from fade with a UV shield
- Use as final step for protecting all types of finishes
- Available in Neutral (clear), Golden Oak, Walnut, Mahogany, and Dark Oak

In this schematic of a double glazed window from Heartwood Fine Windows & Doors, the arrow-shaped muntin passes between individual, double-glass units of glass “panes.” The muntin is held in place on the other side by wood stops against the glass. (Notice the difference on the inner and outer muntin profiles, which are also historically accurate.)
Brightening Ideas, Quick Projects

With do-able fixes, solve common old-house problems: a faulty light switch, paint-encrusted hardware, and a dusty, hard-to-reach chandelier.

Replace a Light Switch

Old light switches may give you trouble. If you're comfortable with electricity and local codes allow, do this: Turn off the power. Use a flat-head screwdriver to unscrew the switch plate, then a Phillips-head driver to undo the switch. Two or three wires may be connected to the switch: a hot wire in black, a neutral wire that's not green and usually white, and a grounding wire that's green or bare copper. Unscrew the wires and reattach them to the new switch in this order: hot wire to brass screw, neutral wire to silver screw, grounding wire to green screw. Use needle-nose pliers to wrap wires clockwise around screws. Tighten screws but don't overdo it or you'll crack the switch. Look for the word "top" on the switch to insert it correctly into the box. Attach mounting screws; screw on the plate. Turn on the power and test.

Strip Painted Door Hardware

Paint comes off metal pretty easily, even without messy chemicals. The hot-pot method works best for copper, brass, and aluminum hardware. (Steel may rust and plating may flake.)

**STEP 1**

Gently scrape paint from screws with a utility knife and remove them. Be careful not to scratch the hardware. Score around the escutcheon with the knife and pry it off. Place the paint-slathered hardware in a crockpot or large saucepan. Add two tablespoons liquid laundry detergent or a quarter cup baking soda, and fill with water to cover hardware. Set crockpot to medium or keep a pot on low heat (slow simmer, not boil). Leave it overnight in the crockpot, 6–8 hours on a burner.

**STEP 2**

Remove hardware with tongs and dip it in a bowl of ice water. When cool, scrub off loosened paint—with fingers, a toothbrush, a nylon bristle brush, or a scrubbing sponge. Work on one piece at a time, leaving the rest in water, because paint will reharden as it dries. Return to a pot of warm water if the paint hardens. Finally, buff metal hardware with a soft clean cloth and beeswax or metal polish; reapply wax every six months.

---

TIP • Sacrifice an old crockpot or saucepan for this project; don't reuse it for cooking.
Install a Chandelier Lift

This contraption makes it easy to clean an out-of-the-way fixture or replace bulbs. You need access to the attic, a helper, and familiarity with electrical work.

**STEP 1**

Turn off the power. Choose a location for the lift switch; the chandelier should be visible from the switch. [The lift switch is locked by a key and operates the motorized winch.] Cut an opening to fit the low-voltage ring for the key switch and install the ring. In the attic, place a ladder so that it straddles the location of the chandelier. The chandelier will need to be detached and lowered. Secure the chandelier with a rope to the ladder. Disconnect the fixture from the electrical box and slowly lower it to a helper waiting below. Place the chandelier in a safe location. Remove the electrical box.

**STEP 2**

In the attic, center the uncovered lift over the opening for the fixture. The cable to the motorized winch and the new electrical box go through the opening. Use a power driver and screws to mount the lift to the joist. Level the lift and be sure cable is plumb, using shims if needed. Splice motor wires to the constant electrical source. Splice light-fixture wires to the switch-control wires. Splice the low-voltage wires from the switch box to the winch. Secure all wires with wire nuts.

**STEP 3**

Connect ground wires to winch with a screwdriver. Cover the winch. Fish a low-voltage wire from attic to switch opening, where the low-voltage ring will be. Attach low-voltage wires via the push connection; push wire through low-voltage ring. Screw key switch into the wall. Turn on the power. Lower the cable via the key. With a partner holding the cable and not letting go, remove the weight. Attach corresponding wires from chandelier to wires on plate. Secure with wire nuts. Once chandelier is connected, let go of the cable and turn the key to raise the chandelier, which will light up when locked in place.

**TIP**

Sacrifice an old crockpot or saucepan for this project; don’t reuse it for cooking.
The old radiators looked pristine, and anyway, they’re made of steel! What harm could my little houseplants do?

Turns out the previous owner of my 1940s apartment had restored the built-in metal radiators by stripping surfaces down to bare steel and sealing them with a metal-friendly lacquer. Blithely and over time, I set potted geraniums and basil on the radiator tops, occasionally sloshing water as I tended them. Eventually, rust rings appeared on top, followed by long rusty streaks down the metal sides. No wonder New Yorkers paint their radiators! —Mary Ellen Poison

After ignoring the problem for years, I got the idea to test-sand one of the rad tops in an out-of-the-way spot. Shining steel appeared! With my well-loved orbital sander, I took the smaller radiator top that’s in the bedroom down to bare metal. Repeated sandings with successively finer sandpaper (100, 150, 220) produced a surface with the patina of old nickel.

Now what to seal it with? Tommy, the previous owner, must have used a sealer that wasn’t impervious to rust, so I looked for a more durable coating formulated especially for metal.

An online search turned up Permalac (permalac.com), a direct-to-surface clear coating for all kinds of metal. It dries very quickly and won’t change color or develop rust, two characteristics I was looking for. It also protects surfaces from UV exposure, salt air, or in this apartment, dirty New York air.

After visits to two local hardware stores—neither had ever heard of the stuff—I bought the product online, after discovering there was also a lower-VOC formula. Both gutar Permalac and Permalac EF contain toluene, a solvent used in paint thinners. While the EF version still has a chemical smell, it has less than 170 grams of VOCs per liter, under the 250 g/l mandated by California law.

The sealer goes on quickly and evenly. It can be sprayed or brushed on, or in my case, applied with a paper towel. I applied several coats, allowing each one at least 30 minutes to dry before applying the next. So far, there’s no sign of rust and the radiators look beautiful. Needless to say, I have no plans to put any flowerpots on the refreshed surface.

Share Your Story!
What have you, your spouse, pet, contractor, previous owner (you get the picture) screwed up? Email us at tviator@aimmedia.com.
Nautical Lights Ahoy

Mid-20th-century ship lights are rewired and polished up to become attractive wall sconces or lamps. By Brian D. Coleman

Ship lights used for illumination and navigation boast simple, durable design. As salvage, these lights are wonderful for use indoors and out, as a wall sconce in the bath or on the porch, as a table lamp, even as path lighting in the garden.

Once the fixture is rehabbed, you may need a shade; clear and frosted glass provide ample light. (You can always use a low-wattage or yellow or rosy-tone bulb.) For a table lamp, how about a shade crafted from a navigational chart, like those custom made by Skipjack Nautical Wares?

ABOVE Old ship lights in brass and copper may be stripped and polished, or their patina left intact. They convert well to durable home lighting fixtures that come with an interesting history.

a quick rehab

1. BLASTING AWAY
Ship lights are often covered in thick marine paint encrusted with salt and debris. Big Ship Salvage prefers soda blasting (20 psi) for stripping; sodium bicarbonate shot with compressed air to remove paint, rust, salt, and mold. It’s much less damaging than sandblasting (120 psi).

2. POLISHING UP
Once down to the brass or copper base, the lights are polished with 3M Polishing Compound (Brasso is good for smaller lights). Try a buffing wheel with an angle grinder and wool polishing pad. Car polishes such as Turtle Wax also make old metal sparkle. Dampen the pad before rubbing it in compound, and keep it moist so it doesn’t cause friction burn during application. Carefully buff to the desired polish. Bronze or brass wool pads can be used for a matte finish. Avoid steel wool as it will mark up the metal. Protect the finish with carnauba wax or seal it with a clear semi-gloss or gloss lacquer.

If you find an old lamp unpainted and in good condition, Skipjack’s Joe Elder says to preserve patina by soaking the lamp in a solution of 1 gal. white vinegar with 3 gal. water for 30 minutes. Finish with a clear car or furniture wax (like Briwax).

3. REWIRING & HANGING
You must rewire every lamp. Trick of the trade: Twist or electrical-tape the ends of new wire to old; as you pull the old wire the new cord is drawn into the fixture. A U.L.-approved porcelain socket is set in the fixture with screws or a stud in the base. Wall sconces may be direct-wired to a wall switch or a pull-chain and thumb switch.

THE COST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salvaged Ship Light</td>
<td>$00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable Soda Blaster</td>
<td>$160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Metal Polish</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffing Pads</td>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnauba Wax</td>
<td>$10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire &amp; Socket</td>
<td>$26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$340</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Handcrafted Reproduction Lighting and Hardware

Since 1932, Ball and Ball has set the standard for the finest reproduction and restoration of 18th Century through Victorian Era antique lighting and hardware. Meticulously crafted sconces, chandeliers, lanterns, and candlestands in brass, tin, copper, pewter, hand forged iron, and bronze are all made on the premises, as well as period house and furniture hardware and fireplace accessories. Choose from over 2,500 established designs—or have items custom designed and created, just for you!

Ball and Ball
Exton, Pennsylvania
1-800-257-3711
www.ballandball.com

WHAT DO THE COLORS MEAN?
Colored light is an important navigational tool, indicating position of boats and helping avoid collisions. They are required between sunset and sunrise. RED lights are fastened on the port side (left), and signify that an oncoming boat will be on your right, and so has the right of way. GREEN lights are on the starboard side (right), signifying that oncoming traffic will be to the left, and you have right of way. A WHITE light is mounted on the stern to be seen from all directions. YELLOW light means that a lead boat is towing another.

unique resources
Shipyard salvage is a thriving industry; here’s where to look.
- Big Ship Salvage
  bigshipsalvage.com
- Nautical Antiques
  piecesofship.com
- Olde Good Things
  ogtstore.com
- Our Boat House
  ourboathouse.com
- Skipjack Nautical Wares
  skipjackmarinegallery.com

FROM THE EDITORS OF OLD HOUSE JOURNAL
Order the latest edition of Design Center Sourcebook direct from the publisher!
Publication includes:
- Hard-to-find, high quality, period-inspired products for all styles
- 967 handpicked listings
- Additional companies & contact information

To order your copy and have it delivered to your door, visit
oldhouseonline.com/96-2017-dcsb or call (800) 234-3797
$9.99 (U.S.) + shipping

AVAILABLE NOW
Replacing Roof Slates

Slate roofs are appreciated for their beauty, durability, and longevity. But because slate shingles are brittle, even a relatively new roof may have damaged slates, and the problem is common in older roofs. Slate quarried from different regions varies in durability. Aging shingles may develop fissures and delaminate along natural cleavage lines. Weathering (freeze/thaw cycles) may enlarge a small fracture until it stretches across the shingle. Thus, a portion of the slate slides from the roof while the part above the nails stays put. The slate replacement method shown here has proven successful. **By Ray Tschoepe**

**WRONG WAY**

**THE OLD GOOP STANDBY**

The easiest and fastest “repair” consists of smearing the replacement slate with some form of adhesive, such as roofing cement, then sliding the shingle in place. (Or worse, just slathering roofing “tar” or cement over the broken area!) Unattractive as it is, that’ll prevent leaks in the short term; but given the dust produced by old slates, you have no way of knowing how much adhesive is in contact with sound material. Further, the adhered shingles cannot move during freeze/thaw cycles. Finally, once they’re “glued” in place, the surrounding shingles cannot easily be replaced in the future.

**RIGHT WAY**

**NEW SLATE WITH COVERED NAIL**

Using a slate or shingle ripper, clean out remnants of the old slate. Select a matching new or salvaged slate shingle and slide it into position. Between the shingles that cover the upper portion of the new slate, scratch a line, then remove the slate. Punch or drill a hole along that line at the same level as the existing punched holes. Replace the shingle and drive in a new hot-dipped galvanized or copper nail with a clipped head. Cover the nail with a slip of metal flashing that is slightly cupped and which slides over the nail head and under the next course of shingles.
ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS
Reproduction and Custom Windows, Doors and Architectural Millwork

architecturalcomponentsinc.com
413.367.9441

PACIFIC REGISTER COMPANY
Return Air filter grille, black washable filter, custom sizes

The leading manufacturer of decorative registers, grilles and vent covers.

Our uniquely crafted products are designed to give a home or commercial space the style, beauty and character you are looking for.

Low in price and high in quality
All of our products are proudly made in the USA
Sold direct to the end user. We are NOT a reseller and do not sell to resellers.

Cast aluminum registers, powder coated finish

www.pacificregisterco.com
(444) 487-7500 info@pacificregisterco.com

HOUSE OF ANTIQUE HARDWARE
Period Perfect for the Vintage Home

www.HouseofAntiqueHardware.com

PRESERVATION PRODUCTS, INC.
Call 800-553-0523

ACRYMAX COATING SYSTEMS
RESTORE METAL ROOFS
(Also great for other types of roofs)

preservationproducts.com
Ann Wallace for Prairie Textiles

Curtains, roller shades, bedding, table linens, embroidered and stencilled.
www.meltonworkroom.com • 213.614.1757

NU-WAL®
RESTORATION SYSTEM
MAKE WALLS & CEILINGS LOOK LIKE NEW AGAIN!

TIME TESTED FOR OVER 35 YEARS

LEAD ENCAPSULATION
ONE DAY APPLICATION
NO TRIM REMOVAL
NO PLASTER REMOVAL
NU-WAL.COM
BOONE, IA
800-247-3932

SPECSIFICATION CHEMICALS, INC.

New Old House showcases homes and additions built with the integrity of yesterday and the modern innovations of today. Unique coverage and lavish photo spreads bring together past and present. Regular focus on period-inspired architecture, kitchens & baths, appropriate building products and furnishings.

NEW OLD HOUSE
ARCHITECTURAL STYLE TRENDS
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNS

Painted KITCHENS
SELECTED DESIGN AND MODERN MATERIALS

ALSO FROM THE EDITORS OF ARTS & CRAFTS HOMES
AVAILABLE 11/28/2017

Inspired Kitchens | Classic Baths | Period Cabinetry
Designer Insights | Period Details | Lavish House Tours
Interior & Exterior | Traditional Materials | Landscape Design

To order your copy and have it delivered to your door, visit oldhouseonline.com/buy-dcsb or call (800) 234-3777
$9.99 (U.S.) + shipping
DIY BATH DESIGN

Swatches & tile and fixtures and color become the perfect new master bath, well planned and executed.

PAGE 66
Two hands-on restorers transform a played-out bath into a bright, beautiful, period-inspired spa retreat.

An epic undertaking even for two experienced DIYers, the new master bathroom in our 1880s row house took years of planning and labor—not to mention numerous emotional meltdowns as we second-guessed decisions and occasionally each others' judgment. Cold in winter and hot in summer, the large but oddly shaped space began with a passageway though a closet, with a direct view of an ugly bump-out for ductwork on the far wall next to the only window. To the left was a shoddy vanity with a mildewed tile counter; on the right stood a massive jetted tub/shower combo with a broken stopper. 

ABOVE Since 2011, Alex and Wendy Santantonio have been blogging about the restoration of their 1880s brick row house in Old Town Alexandria, Virginia (top right). OPPOSITE Now outfitted with a bath caddy and European-style "telephone" shower, the salvaged clawfoot tub was a cheap find, but an adventure to move up two flights of under-engineered stairs.
Remarkably, we used this nightmare of a bathroom daily for more than a decade before finally achieving our vision: a master-bath spa that looks appropriate in a Victorian-era house, complete with a marble mosaic hex tile floor, white subway tile shower, and a high wainscot of painted white headboard finished with a moulded top rail. Blowing out the closets (we relocated them to a bedroom) meant we gained enough space to comfortably accommodate a large, two-person shower, a double vanity flanked by floor-to-ceiling cabinets, and a vintage clawfoot tub. The most luxurious touch is the shower, fitted with two 12" rain-showerheads bought years ago, when plans for our new bath were still just a sketch on a paper napkin.

We also repurposed a vintage late-19th-century bureau into the marble-topped double vanity of our dreams, and restored an antique cast-iron clawfoot tub found on eBay for $150. We built the custom cabinets ourselves. Thanks to Alex’s obsessive attention to detail, the four lower cabinets are fitted with pull-down laundry bins that each hold almost exactly a single load of laundry. Although that aspect of the project took much longer than we expected, the results were worth it.

Every day, we wake up looking forward to taking our showers. The large and luxurious frameless glass shower has a panoramic view of the bathroom, so we can enjoy everything that took us so long to build. One of our favorite features ended up being something you can’t even see: The radiant heat under the floor is wonderful on cool mornings, when tile would be be

---

**DESIGN TIPS**

1. **Scour all resources** to find just the right fixtures, materials, and construction approaches to fit your taste and budget.
2. **Talk through every design decision** with your partner.
3. **Measure, measure, and measure again** before buying.
4. **Do trial runs** on design elements that may seem insignificant but have big impact, like grout color for a mosaic hex-tile floor.
Utilizing a sophisticated space planning tool—a crude sketch on a paper napkin—Alex and Wendy blocked out a generous shower that’s about 4’ feet wide and just under 6’ long, complete with an in-shower bench. Alex designed and built the storage cabinets on either side of the vanity, right down to pull-out laundry bins.

A radiant heat mat installed down the center of the floor added a degree of luxurious comfort to the bathroom.

**TOASTY TOES**  
"No longer do we fear stepping barefoot out of the shower, or making a midnight trek to the loo without slippers. Since the bathroom is much longer than it is wide, we decided to install a radiant heating element in the primary walking lane down the center of the floor. Not only did we get a chance to perfect our self-leveling concrete skills (for more on that, see the blog oldtownhome.com), but the radiant strip from Warmly Yours is also more than adequate to keep the floor toasty, our feet warm, and it even adds a little heat to the room."

**Many Shades of GREY**  
"We knew we wanted a dark grey grout for our 1” hex tile floor, but initially came home with grout that was second-lightest on the color chart. Fortunately, this wasn’t our first grout rodeo, so Alex mixed up a little bit of thin-set. Paying no attention to the fact that we were spending a beautiful Friday night to test grout colors, we popped the cork on a sparkling wine and did some experimenting on a sample board.

"As the grout began to cure, the formerly perfect shade of grey transformed into a color that looked almost white next to the stone tile. The next morning, we swapped the light grey grout for the darkest shade, testing it on our trusty sample board over an outdoor lunch. This one looked too dark.

"Frustrated but determined, we headed to a big-box store (there goes Saturday night) in search of more options. We found a color called "Delorean Gray," named for one of the most famous time machines ever created. On the test board it started out quite dark, but the next morning the color had dried to that soft medium grey we were searching for."
The master-bath “spa” looks appropriate in a Victorian-era house, given a marble mosaic hex tile floor, white subway tiles, and a high wainscot of beaded board, painted in classic white.
OPPOSITE A road trip led Wendy and Alex to a supplier for Carrara marble that met their budget at about $80 per square foot. INSET After scouring local and online retailers for vanities that met design and price criteria without luck, Wendy discovered this solid walnut dining-room buffet on sale at a neighborhood antiques shop, marked down to $400.

MARBLE FOR PEANUTS

"Needing just a few pieces of custom-cut Carrara marble for the vanity and shower bench, we were astounded to receive quotes that averaged around $2,600. This, for two smallish counters plus trim that could easily have been cut from waste marble. It worked out to about $160 per square foot. • Discouraged, to say the least, we decided to shop further afield after a friend told us of her experience sourcing affordably priced marble—well outside the Washington, D.C., Beltway.

• A serendipitous trip to Chantilly, Virginia, led us to The Stone Studio. After we met with the owner-manager, he worked up an estimate based on Wendy’s rough sketch. It said $1,250—just $1,250!—and included measuring, fabrication, delivery, and installation. We had avoided the dreaded Beltway markup after all."

MOVING A SALVAGED TUB

Cleaned, primed, and painted, the cast-iron clawfoot tub they’d picked up for a song a decade ago was finally ready to be moved up two flights of stairs. The two had dreamed about and dreaded this day. For Wendy, fear grew so overwhelming (what could go wrong, moving a 350-pound behemoth?) that she couldn’t be home. So Alex supervised the team on the day of the event. “I have to admit I smiled when the first guy got to the tub and said, Wow, you mean, this is all solid metal?” Alex remembers. “I said, Yes—yes it is. That’s why we called you.”

With one man on either end of the tub and a third as spotter, the team made it safely up the first set of stairs. The next flight was more treacherous. Not only were the stairs steep and narrow, but Alex knew they were unsupported at the back. He advised the men to step only on the front of each step, and the team moved slowly upward. Then the lead carrier lost his footing—nothing terrible, but enough to stop forward momentum. Alex flashed back to when he was helping two others carry a massive piece of tempered glass. The lead man took an awkward step as they passed through a doorway, causing a ripple effect that allowed the edge of the glass to strike the door frame. The glass exploded into pieces.

“I remembered that huge explosion as I watched the tub begin to shift backwards, down toward the first floor,” Alex shudders. All of the weight of the tub shifted onto the rear carrier. Potential disaster flashed before his eyes. But the spotter tailing the two carriers planted his feet and put his shoulder against the lowest man, shifting his momentum forward. That boost steadied the rear of the tub—probably only two seconds, though Alex says his vision of the tub crashing down onto the movers, through the floor, and back to the basement was so “vividly realistic.” He came away impressed by the professionalism of the movers. “And that’s why Wendy didn’t let me do this job with a friend,” Alex concludes.

ABOVE Having negotiated the tub up the steps from basement to first floor, movers from MyTruckBuddy.com reposition strapping before heading up the last, most treacherous flight of stairs.
VANITY FROM SALVAGE

Thinking of transforming a vintage buffet into a bath vanity? Expect complications. At minimum, you’ll need to:

- Plan for a plumbing chase—two if it’s a double vanity.
- Lower the height (typically 36"-37") to the more comfortable 33"-34" usual for pedestal sinks and vanities.
- Rebuild and beef up the framing around new plumbing.
- Tighten structural joints, especially if you plan to add a stone countertop.

painfully frigid on bare feet. In the middle of winter we’ve found ourselves lingering in the bathroom just enjoying the warmth. Temperature-wise, it’s now the most comfortable room in the house.

This is not a project that came together quickly or easily. Our “bargain” vanity cost us countless hours reinforcing it and trim­ming it out in a way that suited our vision and our budget, for example. On the other hand, the angled and beveled mirror that perfectly complements it turned up in Wendy’s inbox—on sale!—in an email blast. She all but tripped over it.

Some last details still need attention before we declare the bathroom complete—we’re looking for polished nickel keyhole covers for the vanity—but we’re both very happy with how the bathroom turned out.

FOR RESOURCES, SEE PAGE 87.
Cottage Suite

This Cape Cod bathroom makeover created rooms within rooms using sliding doors. By Patricia Poore

Many old houses don’t come with en suite baths, or with enough bathrooms. Architects and owners have come up with ingenious ways to add them. Options boil down to two: put the new bathroom in an addition; or convert existing space for a powder room, three-quarter, or even a full bath. A conversion may take over a former bedroom (or trunk room or nursery), common for houses built before indoor plumbing. Other bathrooms are carved from “found space” under the stairs, in back-to-back closets, tucked into the eaves, or at the end of a hallway.

A new bath for the master bedroom looks best when the rooms connect visually. The paint color or wallpaper might relate between rooms, trim details in the bath may echo those in the bedroom, and lighting may be similar. Shown is a new bathroom in a New England Shingle Style house, which occupies part of an addition designed by Hutker Architects (Boston and Falmouth, Massachusetts). Nicely appointed with period details, the small suite of rooms is laid out and decorated like the bedrooms. Wallpaper keeps the room from looking clinical. The Roman tub on a pedestal is recessed into an alcove, mimicking a window seat. The marble-topped vanity with double sinks is furniture quality. Sliding doors fitted with pretty leaded glass don’t block sunlight.

1. TREAT AS FURNISHED
This appealing bathroom is part of a master suite that takes cues from the bedroom. The warm, furnished-room aspect comes from a full set of trim, wood wainscot, windows curtained in cottage style, dark-finish lighting fixtures, and wallpaper.

2. DECLUTTER WITH BUILT-INS
Every inch is put to good use with low-profile, built-in cabinets and drawers, appointed with traditional iron hardware. Echoing bedroom closets, they hold linens and grooming tools. The handsome double vanity cabinet offers more storage.
**BE INSPIRED...**

The 'Abington' torch sconce is a slim, attenuated version of a Colonial Revival electric candle with shade. Available in four fine finishes, 18" tall, it's $270 as shown in aged brass. [hudsonvalleylighting.com](http://hudsonvalleylighting.com)

Wesaunard manufactures electric towel warmers plain to baronial, freestanding or wall mounted, made in the U.K. Finishes include antique and ingot gold, chrome or nickel plate, and brass. U.S. phone (540) 582-6677, [wesaunard.com](http://wesaunard.com)

A bathroom standard, wall sconces are traditional yet many designs are fresh. Rejuvenation's 'Pittock' double sconce, adapted from an elevator indicator light, illuminates up and down and can be installed vertically or horizontally. Multiple finish options, $272-340, [rejuvenation.com](http://rejuvenation.com)

Yellow isn't an easy color to get right. Trustworth Studios offers the C.F.A. Voysey 1907 pattern 'Fool's Parsley' in two colorways right for an Arts & Crafts bungalow or seaside cottage. Sold by the 30' roll. [trustworth.com](http://trustworth.com)

---

3. MIX THE FINISHES

White-painted woodwork is a clean standard for baths; with period trim and beadboard, it has a cottage look. The appearance of the room is warm, not stark, given the use of a naturally finished hardwood vanity and wood flooring, along with bronze fixtures and iron hardware.

4. USE SLIDERS WITH GLASS

Sliding doors are space efficient as they avoid the need for a swing out. They can be fully or partially open. The glass top half allows natural light from windows to come through to the sink room. Stained and patterned glass provide some privacy with an artful touch.
A Warm Bathroom, 1905

This illustration from a radiator and boiler catalog captures Art Nouveau spirit in an otherwise typical bath.

Do you know The Stencil Library? The U.K. company has wall stencils historical and contemporary, with many Arts & Crafts and Art Nouveau designs. Custom sizes; all accessories sold. Easy U.S. pay and ship. stencil-library.com

Accompanying text chided the decorator for placing the radiator in a tight corner, rather than under the window—pointing out low, narrow models that might have been used.

Runtal Radiators has narrow and shallow hydronic (forced hot water) and electric units for baseboard, wall, floor-mount, even curved applications, all in a range of colors. Towel radiators, too. runtalnorthamerica.com

Subway Mosaics makes floor tiles of unglazed porcelain in both 1" and 2" hexagons, and in 24 colors. The mosaics are delivered 36 tiles to a sheet. Penny rounds and mosaic squares also available. subwaymosaics.com

Kingston Brass's 'Potomac' widespread bathroom faucet with white porcelain cross handles is made of solid brass and available in four finishes including satin nickel; $351.90 as shown, through houseofantiquehardware.com
75% of us fall for fake headlines. We all deserve better. Fact is, people believe magazine media more than any other. Whether in print, online, on mobile or video, it provides expertly researched, written and relevant content in a safe environment.

Content that is worthy of your trust. That’s keeping it real.

#BelieveMagMedia | BelieveMagMedia.com
BRIDGE LAMPS

With the wide acceptance of electricity and leisure time for reading and playing cards, floor and table lamps came into their own during the 1920s, ’30s, and ’40s. Still practical today, they add a touch of Art Nouveau, Deco, or Historical Revival style to a room. Floor lamps include torchieres (sending light toward the ceiling) and, later, various double- and triple-bulb upright models. The bridge lamp got its name through the astounding popularity of bridge and other card games in the ’teens and ’20s. A bridge lamp is a floor lamp about 52”–60” high, with an extended arm that holds the shaded bulb in a downward position: perfect for illuminating the card table.

With a decorative arm and tripod base, this reproduction is the ‘Waltham Floor Lamp’ for a three-way bulb, 54” high, shown in the Brown Rust finish with a mica shade, $684. (Other finishes and mica and glass shades are available.) Steven Handelman offers custom-made wrought-iron lighting and metalwork products: “all welds ground smooth, cracks filled and slag removed, with good paint as a base coat and hand-applied premium finishes.” Their fixtures are U.L. rated. Steven Handelman Studios, (805) 421-4293, stevenhandelmanstudios.com
Free Information Guide

WANT FREE INFORMATION ON OLD HOUSE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?
Simply visit www.oldhouseonline.com/lit to order your free information today!
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**Abatron, Inc**

Banish cracks forever with KRACK KOTE® crack repair kit for drywall and plaster. Makes permanent, invisible repairs to walls and ceilings quickly and easily! Retains flexibility and does not shrink. [www.abatron.com](http://www.abatron.com)

---

**American Building Restoration Products, Inc.**

ABR WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner™ is a temporary cleaning coating designed to remove soot, dirt and grime from your fireplace. Apply, let it dry and peel the dirt away. The creamy, opaque color allows for an even and “easy to see” application. May be used on interior and exterior surfaces, and requires NO WATER in its application or removal. 800-346-7532, [www.abrp.com](http://www.abrp.com)

---

**Adelphi Paper Hangings**


---

**Allied Window, Inc.**

The Culbertson Mansion cried out for Custom "Invisible" Storm Windows®—with bent glass for the Queen Anne turret windows. Allied Window answered the call. Interior or exterior applications, custom colors, special shapes, and special glazing are all routine. Our abilities meet the needs of the professional in the field or the homeowner—for the conventional to the extraordinary. 800-445-5411, [www.invisibltestorms.com](http://www.invisibltestorms.com)

---

**Americana**


---

**Ann Wallace for Prairie Textiles**

We have been providing window treatments for period homes for more than 24 years. Please view our custom hand painted or stenciled roller shades and appliquéd curtains with period hardware. Patterns, stencil templates and kits as well. Extensive library of applique and stencil designs to choose from. 213-614-1757, [www.meltonworkroom.com](http://www.meltonworkroom.com)

---

**Authentic Designs**

Built of heavy weight copper this hand built shade is available in 2 foot and 5 lengths. It features a state of the art interior 35 watt LED unit that minimizes energy consumption while maximizing lighting output. The unit is dimmable, and easy to clean and maintain. Formed by a series of linear bends that have created a curved surface, the shade is beautiful and deceptively detailed. Easy to install and UL listed. [www.authenticdesigns.com](http://www.authenticdesigns.com)

---

**Ball & Ball**

Since 1932, your source for sconces, pendants, chandeliers, lanterns, table lamps, candle stands, candlesticks, and American Revival Period lighting in: brass, tin, copper, pewter, silver, bronze, and hand forged iron. 800-257-3711, [www.ballandball.com](http://www.ballandball.com)

---

**Architectural Components**

Reproduction and custom windows, doors and architectural millwork. 413-367-9441, [www.architecturalcomponentsinc.com](http://www.architecturalcomponentsinc.com)

---
Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers

Our new collection of hand printed Japanese wallpapers are inspired by traditional patterns and design motifs seen in antique lacquerware, kimonos and decorative papers. Shown here: “Kumico” in Ebony. Samples available on our website.
707-766-1900; www.bradbury.com

Christie’s Wood and Glass

The Breeze! America’s answer to the Dutch Door. The beauty of a handcrafted entry door. The functions of both an entry and screen door. See the video and gallery. It's magic!
Custom Entryway builders for over 35 years.
www.entryways.com

Colonialplankfloors.com

We Create Floors with Passion! Our hand crafted plank floors are characterized by solid hardwood planks up to 13 feet long with amazing texture and beautiful hand rubbed finishes. Great choice for traditional American style.
215-997-3390; www.colonialplankfloors.com

The Color People

EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR
For 30 years we have been making people’s dreams come true all over America with our famous mail order service. We create color schemes for every style and era of buildings, residential and commercial.
303-308-0220; www.colorpeople.com

Connor Mill-Built Homes

Building a Connor Mill-Built home is like no other process in the building marketplace. We provide exquisite historic designs that incorporate accurate scale and proportion with floorplans for everyday living; a product that is second to none.
802-377-6900; www.connormillbuilt.com

Coppa Woodworking, Inc.

High quality, custom made wood screen and storm doors. Over 300 designs, various wood types and finishes, made to any size. Arch tops, dog doors, security doors, window screens and storm windows are also available. Made in the USA. Available direct, nationwide.
310-548-4142; www.coppawoodworking.com

Crown Point Cabinetry

Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. Period styles include Shaker, Arts & Crafts, Early American, Victorian, Transitional and Contemporary. Available direct nationwide.
800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Elmira Stove Works

Vintage-styled Northstar appliances from Elmira Stove Works are available in gas, electric or dual fuel; nine colors... ranges, fridges, microwaves, hoods, dishwashers. Also available in 1890s antique styles. As shown $4,495 MSRP.
800-279-8498; www.elmirastoveworks.com

eHeat.com

Envi Wall-Mounted Room Heater
Energy saving, ultra-safe, healthy, effective, silent, easy to install, stylish
800-807-0107; www.eheat.com
Forbes & Lomax
Forbes & Lomax, famous for the Invisible Lightswitch®, also offers a complete range of light switches, dimmers and outlets in a range of attractive finishes to suit contemporary or period properties.
212-486-9700; forbesandlomax.com

Forbo Flooring
Create a beautiful, healthy home with Marmoleum Modular tile. Mix and match our palette of 67 colors and 4 coordinated tile sizes to easily create custom floors to fit your style.
www.forboflooringna.com

Forkeboll Designs
Carved solid wood elements manufactured in the USA since 1956. Using only the finest hardwoods Enkeboll carvings help create extraordinary environments, providing beauty, elegance and warmth.
800-745-5307; www.enkeboll.com

Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts, kitchen island, and lots more to make your country home complete. Direct from crafter.
866-856-2317; www.garbers-craftedlighting.com

Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts, kitchen island, and lots more to make your country home complete. Direct from crafter.
866-856-2317; www.garbers-craftedlighting.com

Franmar
BLUE BEAR Paint and Urethane Stripper is a consumer trusted remover that effectively removes multiple layers of paint, varnish, enamel, urethane, other single-component coatings, and lead based paint.
www.franmar.com

Gas Copper Lanterns
The CopperSmith offers the most comprehensive assortment of lantern styles and accessories on the market. 3000 possible combinations allows you to create a Copper Lantern, in gas, electric and the patented flame simulation option, uniquely yours at "off the shelf" prices.
Fast shipping, usually 5-7 days.
800-910-3275; www.gascopperlanterns.com

Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts, kitchen island, and lots more to make your country home complete. Direct from crafter.
866-856-2317; www.garbers-craftedlighting.com

HeartWood Fine Windows & Doors
Craftsmanship and innovation characterize HeartWood products. Traditionally constructed solid mahogany windows and doors suitable for the most demanding applications of quality and performance. Serving discerning home owners and institutions since 1947.
www.heartwoodwindowsanddoors.com

Historic Housefitters Co.
Authentic, hand-forged hardware, made in USA: iron thumblatches, mortise lock sets, H and HL hinges, strap hinges, hearth cooking tools, pot racks, fireplace equipment, hooks, towel bars, cabinet pulls and custom iron work.
Brass and glass door knobs and lever sets.
800-247-4111; www.historichousefitters.com

Historic Housefitters Co.
Authentic, hand-forged hardware, made in USA: iron thumblatches, mortise lock sets, H and HL hinges, strap hinges, hearth cooking tools, pot racks, fireplace equipment, hooks, towel bars, cabinet pulls and custom iron work.
Brass and glass door knobs and lever sets.
800-247-4111; www.historichousefitters.com

House of Antique Hardware
Discover exquisite Victorian chandeliers, as well as lighting from Colonial to Mid-Century Modern, push button light switches, switch plates, and hardware for every room in your house.
Call their friendly hardware specialists for help with your selection.
888-223-2545; www.houseofantiquehardware.com
Hollander Glass
Architecturally Accurate Glass 1700s–1950s
Trust the world’s largest specialty-glass distributor for historically accurate restoration window glass, architectural patterned cabinet and bathroom glass, and much more. 800-421-0449; www.restorationwindowglass.com

Homespice Décor
Homespice rugs and accessories add the perfect blend of comfort, style, and easy maintenance to any home. Award-winning customer service, fast shipping, 55+ patterns and styles, and more! 770-934-4224; www.homespice.com

Howard Products
Restor-A-Finish (available in eight finish colors) permanently revives and restores the original color and luster of a wood finish in one step, without removing any of the existing finish. Most wood finishes can be restored in a few minutes with this wipe-on, wipe-off process. 800-266-9545; www.howardproducts.com

Indow Window Inserts
Window inserts that instantly block cold drafts, increase energy efficiency and hush outside noise. Award-winning design is easy to install and remove. Perfect for historic windows. 503-922-3805; www.indowwindows.com

Innerglass Window Systems
Custom glass interior storm windows for energy conservation and soundproofing. An interior storm that outperforms almost any replacement, yet maintains the integrity and beauty of your historic house. Invisible from the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too. 800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com

Kennebec Company
Maine craftsmen build cabinetry and relationships to last a lifetime. Furniture based design and construction in authentic architectural style produce rooms that fit your home and your life. 207-443-2131; www.kennebeccompany.com

King’s Chandelier Co.
American craftsmanship in the European tradition since 1935. Our crystal chandeliers and sconces are made in the USA and shipped to your door. Styles include 17th, 18th, 19th century reproductions and our original designs. Or, design your own! 336-623-6188; www.chandelier.com

King Metals
From hand-forged steel components for staircases, balconies and railings to custom plasma-cut designs, King Metals has been the leading provider of ornamental metals since 1989. www.kingmetals.com

Lanternland
Copper Lanterns & Outdoor Lighting
Authentic period lighting designs handmade in the USA from solid copper and brass. Custom orders, reproductions, choice of finish & glass, free shipping, lifetime warranty, easy order online. 855-454-5200; www.lanternland.com
PRODUCT SHOWCASE

M. Teixeira Soapstone
Offering the largest selection of imported & American soapstone. We ship nationwide and have showrooms in New Jersey, San Francisco, Denver and Washington DC. Countertops, sinks, DIY & fireplaces. Soapstone for both residential and commercial applications. 877-478-8170; www.soapstones.com

Nostalgic Warehouse
Add instant character and charm to your home with distinctive, vintage-inspired crystal and brass door hardware. Mix & match to create the perfect combination with our virtual hardware designer. 800-522-7336; www.nwdoorhardware.com

Pacific Register Company
State-of-the-art facility manufactures antique registers, decorative registers, heat vent covers, and other architectural products that are of superior quality at the most competitive and affordable price. Made right here in the USA. 805-487-7980; www.pacificregisterco.com

Period Lighting Fixtures
For over 40 years Period Lighting Fixtures has made the finest in 18th and 19th century lighting reproductions. Over 200 different models reproduced from the originals in our finest American Museums. UL listed. 800-826-6970; www.periodlighting.com

The Persian Carpet
Arts & Crafts Collection
The most authentic and beautiful rugs in the Arts & Crafts tradition, come from our looms to your floor. View our outstanding selection of online, at a dealer near you, or call for a catalog. 919-489-8362; www.persiancarpet.com

Preservation Products Inc.
Acrymax Coatings
Preservation Products offers Acrymax® high-performance coating systems for a variety of demanding applications. Roof coatings, masonry coatings, rust inhibitive coatings, and general maintenance coatings. 800-553-0523; www.preservationproducts.com

ReadyToRe.com
Antique Plumbing Fixtures
Offering restored historic sinks & bathtubs as well as antique inspired plumbing fixtures to complete your period kitchen and bathrooms. Restored pieces are available in white or any custom shade to fit your interior. Find your perfect antique sink. www.readytore.com

Reggio Registers
Premium quality, cast iron, solid brass, aluminum, steel, and wood grilles and registers. Historic and modern designs in the widest selection of sizes with quick shipping. Reggio’s grilles are hand-crafted in America and Guaranteed for Life. 800-880-3090; www.reggioregister.com

Sarco Putty
Sarco Putty Dual Glaze and Multi-Glaze elastic glazing compounds are the most versatile glazing putties for glaziers, painters and homeowners. Sarco Putty is family owned since 1943. Our putties are made fresh to order and hand packed in Chicago, IL. "Sarco Putty, the professional's choice." 773-735-5577; www.sarcoputty.com
Sheldon Slate Products

Steven Handelman Studios
Internationally known for high quality handmade lighting, Steven Handelman Studios has been creating legacy products since 1972. We offer a large selection of historically-inspired standard products, custom lighting, historic reproductions, and restoration services for every architectural style. 805-962-5119; www.stevenhandelmanstudios.com

Spec-Chem, Chemicals, Inc.
Nu-Wal® restoration system for damaged walls and ceilings covers and reinforces the entire surface with a fine-textured fiberglass, embedded in elastomeric adhesive. Nu-Wal® also serves as lead encapsulation and is quick, affordable, and long-lasting. 800-247-3932 www.spec-chem.com

Superior Clay
Since its humble beginnings, Superior Clay has established itself as a valuable member of the hearth products community. Outlasting competitors and adapting to an ever-changing market. Superior Clay is an authority in the industry, developing and distributing safe and efficient fireplace components that never compromise on design or style. www.superiorclay.com

Tile Restoration Center
For over 25 years, America’s premiere Arts & Crafts tile reproduction company has been creating installations of historical yet timeless beauty. Faithfully inspired by the imagery of Ernest Batchelder and Claycraft. 206-633-4866 www.tilerestorationcenter.com

Vermont Soapstone
Since 1856 Vermont Soapstone has been crafting the finest custom soapstone counter tops, sinks, floor tiles and home accents. Durable and timeless soapstone never stains or retains bacteria. Installation is available. 800-284-5404; www.vermontsoapstone.com

Victorian Fireplace Shop
A gas coal basket is the perfect answer for small fireplaces where gas logs can’t fit. They are installed the same way, but use less gas, provide ceramic coals instead of logs, and offer a more decorative appeal for historic homes or homes with a period decor. 804-355-1688; www.victorianfireplaceshop.com

Stickley
Introducing the 2017 Stickley Collector Edition Cabinet. Available in solid quartersawn white oak or cherry, with Harvey Ellis inlay panels or glass doors and sides; each in 3 standard finishes. www.stickley.com

Tile Source
Encaustic & Geometric Floor Tile Exclusive Wall & Fireplace Tile Subway Tiles Free Design Service 843-681-4034 www.tile-source.com
**PRODUCT SHOWCASE**

**Vintage Doors**
Handcrafted solid wood doors that are made-to-order and built to last. Full line of screen/storm doors, porch panels, exterior and interior doors, Dutch, French, louver and more. Make your home stand out from the rest!
2-800-787-2001; www.vintagedoors.com

**Woodcraft Supply**
Woodcraft's 20,000 plus products include many that make home projects easier, such as the KREG Hardware Installation Solutions available at Woodcraft retail stores nationwide, in the catalog and online.
800-225-1152; www.woodcraft.com

**West System: Six10®**
www.westsystem.com

**Woodstone**
Handcrafted wooden windows & doors, since 1978, include traditional pegged mortise and tenon joinery, true divided individual insulated glass with Low E, Restoration or Lami, among other glass options, custom finishes and hardware.
603-445-2449; www.woodstone.com

**Weaver Tile**
Producing high quality detailed stoneware tiles. Our work is influenced by the love of wildflowers, nature and gardening, creating designs that complement an Arts & Crafts home.
517-529-4621; www.weavertile.com
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RUGS
- oriental & braided Capel capelrugs.com

KITCHEN CABINETS
- Brookhaven Wood-Mode wood-mode.com

WINDSOR CHAIRS
- Lawrence Crouse Workshop lawrencecrouse.com

TABLES
- b fast area; tea tables J.L. Treharn jltreharn.com

PAINT
- great-room walls 'Atrium White', 'Clay Beige'; great-room & ext. trim 'Bleeker Beige'; great-room doors 'Plum Raisin'; kitchen walls 'Hazy Skies', 'Mascarpone'; dining-room walls 'Navajo White'; ext. door 'Essex Green'. Benjamin Moore benjaminmoore.com

Related Resources
- EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING
  - Crown Point Cabinetry crown-point.com Fine quality custom cabinetry in period styles including Shaker Kennebec Company kennebeccompany.com Period-inspired cabinetry, custom designed & handcrafted
  - EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING
  - Authentic Designs authenticdesigns.com Colonial reproduction lighting, hand-crafted in brass, copper, terne and American hardwoods
  - Ball & Ball ballandball.com 17th-18th-century lighting in brass, tin, copper, pewter, iron, bronze
  - Lanternland lanternland.com Artisan copper lanterns & outdoor lighting Period Lighting Fixtures periodlighting.com Handmade lighting 1620-1850 & licensed designs

RESTORING ANTIQUE LIGHTING
  - King's Chandelier chandelier.com New & vintage crystal ornament; lamp parts, cleaning & repair
  - Rejuvenation rejuvenation.com New & vintage fixtures, restoration, shades Turn of the Century Lighting tocul.ca Restored & reproduction lighting, restoration Vintage Hardware & Lighting vintagehardware.com Restored & new lighting, restoration

PARTS, SHADES & TOOLS
- AMACO amaco.com Rub 'n Buff wax metallic finishes
  - Lamp Supply antique lamp supply.com Lamp parts, electrical components, shades & B&P Lamp Supply blampsupply.com Lamp parts, electrical components, tools, shades, cleaners
  - Franmar franmar.com Blue Bear Paint & Urethane Stripper Lamp Glass lamplglass.ru Restoration shades & hardware Lundberg Studios lundbergstudios.com Mouth-blown glass shades House of Antique Hardware houseofantiquelight.com Lighting parts & shades
  - Sundial Wire sundialwire.com Vintage-touch cloth-covered wire; lighting & electrical components

(WINDOW) LIGHTS DIVIDED
- CUSTOM WINDOWS
  - Adams Architectural Millwork adamsarch.com Custom-made authentic reproduction windows
  - Architectural Components architecturalcomponentsinc.com True-to-period custom windows
  - Woodstone Company woodstone.com Architectural wood windows & doors

WINDOW RESTORATION
- Bagala Window Works bagalawindowworks.com Window restoration Historic Restorations historicrestorations.com Full-service restorations include windows Wood Window Makeover woodwindowmakeover.com Window restorations & workshops Window Preservation Alliance windowpreservationalliance.org Connects historic homeowners with window restoration professionals

Related Resources
- STORMS & INTERIOR GLAZING
  - Bagala Window Works bagalawindowworks.com Replacement storm panels Inwood Inwoodwindows.com Interior window inserts
  - Innerglass Window Systems innerglasswindows.com Custom glass interior storm windows

DO THIS, NOT THAT
SLATE ROOFING
- Sheldon Slate Products sheldonslate.com Slate products: roofing, shingles, sinks, counters & floor tile

TIMELESS DIY BATH
- BEADBOARD/TRIM
  - Mad River Woodworks maddriverwoodworks.com
  - RADIANT HEAT
  - floor mat Warmly Yours warmlyyours.com

MARBLE
- Carrara marble cut to order The Stone Studio mystonenstudio.com

FIXTURES/FITTINGS
- showerheads, towel bars, hooks Bulgari collection [12" showerheads discontinued]; vanity faucets antique collection; vanity hardware, all in polished nickel Restoration Hardware restorationhardware.com • wall-mount telephone faucet with cord handles & hand shower; tub caddy with book rack Signature Hardware signaturehardware.com

MISCELLANEOUS
- Specialty window sash cord Samson Rope samsongroup.com • sealed Waterlox waterlox.com • Deoreno Gray grout Polyblend custombuildingproducts.com

COTTAGE BATH
ARCHITECT
- Hukter Architects, Falmouth, MA: (508) 540-0048, hukterarchitects.com

ART & ASS
- Bonnie Marash Fine Stained Glass, Falmouth, MA: (508) 548-6215

METALWORK
- Hanschka Fine Metalwork, Vineyard Haven, MA: (508) 696-6986, finemetalwork.com

FIXTURES/FITTINGS
- American Standard americanstandard-us.com Chicago Faucets chicago faucets.com Kohler us.kohler.com Waterworks waterworks.com

HARDWARE
- silicone bronze dark Rocky Mountain Hardware rockymountainhardware.com

LIGHTING
- traditional Brass Light Gallery brasslightgallery.com • modern Urban Archaeology urbanarchaeology.com

Sheldon Slate

Present View
- ARCHITECT
  - Howard Miller, The Johnson Partnership, Seattle WA: hjm.us

INTERIOR DESIGNER
- Jennifer Randall ASID, Jennifer Randall & Associates, Seattle WA: jradesigns.com

WALLPAPER
- powder room 'Indian'; master bath 'Bird and Pomegranate', both Morris & Co. at Style/Library stylelibrary.com • library 'Fir Tree Frieze'; sitting room 'Tulip Frieze', both Bradbury & Bradbury Art Wallpapers bradbury.com

TILES
- powder room, sunporch concrete tiles Granada Tile granadasite.com • guest & master baths American Restoration Tile restorationtile.com; Daltile daltile.com • third-fl. bath Subway Mosaics subwaymosaics.com • kitchen tile custom Totten Tileworks tottenbuiltinc.com • fireplaces original Batchelder tiles; see Batchelder tilledite.com, pasadenacraftsmansite.com, tilerestorationcenter.com

FAMILY FARMHOUSE
- ANTIQUE
  - furniture, lighting fixtures, accessories Northup Gallery, Oneonta, NY: (888) 857-6239, northupgallery.com
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**Remuddling**

**DO**

... preserve original massing, roof lines, major design elements (like a tower), and architectural trim (like stickwork) that provides scale and a style note. Paint color is, of course, changeable.

**NOW STUMPY AND LUMPY**

"I have been an Old House Journal subscriber for nearly 20 years," writes Mr. Brill. "I finally found my Remuddling submission in Freeport, New York (on the South Shore of Long Island). The photos speak for themselves. These Victorians are only two houses apart, on the same street."

Both houses are, ahem, asymmetrical, but it's instructive to see how a pleasing asymmetry became boxy and brutish after exterior changes were made. Punctuation disappeared along with the tower roof. The interplay of indoor and outdoor space was lost when the verandah was walled up. The rhythm of fenestration (window placement) is now a series of blasts. Ill-fitting siding covers elements that used to provide visual interest and scale.

When amputation or a skin graft is necessary, we call a doctor. Wish more people learned to call an architect!

---

"We need more education in architecture."  
—Karen M. Kirk

**TWO WAYS TO WIN!** If you spot a classic example of remuddling, submit it to lviator@aimmedia.com. We'll give you $100 if your photos are published. If you want to see your witty words on this page, enter our monthly caption contest at facebook.com/oldhousejournal.
Restoration & Maintenance Products

Solutions for your toughest projects

- Wood
- Concrete
- Metal
- Plaster
- Stone
- Porcelain

Free Catalog 1-800-445-1754
www.abatron.com
You have to be quick to catch a dragonfly.

They will only be made for a year.

The 2018 Dragonfly Desk is an elegant and practical addition to your home. Inspired by a 1909 original Gustav Stickley design, the dropfront desk has a Harvey Ellis inspired dragonfly inlay.

STICKLEY
SINCE 1900

Visiting upstate New York? Take a factory tour and visit our museum.
stickley.com